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Introduction 
 

“All students have the ability 
to achieve academic and 
personal success.”  AUSD 

Guiding Principles 

!!
Alameda Unified School District 

(AUSD) serves a diverse and vibrant 
community with a variety of schools 

and educational programs.  !
More than 9,500 students in grades 
pre-K through 12, as well as a wide 
range of community members, use 

the district’s 18 school sites.   
   

The 2014 Facilities Master Plan 
(FMP) is the first step in what will be 

a multi-year effort to transform the 
district’s facilities into 21st century 

learning environments that support 
the success of Alameda’s children 

and adults alike.  
   !
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Background 

Like many school districts in California, the 
Alameda Unified School District is largely 
composed of aging facilities.  Of the 
eighteen school sites, only three were built 
in the last 40 years and just one was built in 
this century.  Most were built in the 1930s, 
1940s, and 1950s; Historic Alameda High 
School was built in 1924. The average age 
of Alameda’s school sites is 52 years old. !
The district has worked to maintain these 
facilities and keep them in good working 
condition. However, like schools across the 
state, they have suffered from years of 
continuous, heavy use, combined with 
declining state funds for public school 
maintenance, changing curricula, and rapid 
advances in the kinds of technology 
required to meet state educational 
standards. !!
Measure C  !
AUSD’s last facilities improvement program 
was funded by Measure C, a $63 million 
facilities bond that Alameda voters 
approved in 2004.  AUSD used this funding 
to repair, upgrade, and modernize its 
schools, including: !

•	 Infrastructure and utilities     
•	 Technology      
•	 Mechanical systems     
•	 Lighting systems     
•	 Accessibility upgrades     
•	 Windows and roofs     
•	 Interior finishes     
•	 Playgrounds     !

These improvements, unfortunately, only scratched 
the surface of what is needed to provide AUSD’s 
students and community members with facilities 
that truly meet their needs. Indeed, a 2012 Facilities 
Assessment Report found that AUSD’s facilities 
require about $92 million worth of work in order to 
meet current codes and regulations, replace 
infrastructure that had reached the end of its service 
life (such as heating systems), and upgrade roofs, 
power and data systems, lighting, PA and phone 
systems, drop-off areas, and many other features 
that are crucial to providing a safe, secure, and 
modern education to the community’s public 
education students. !
In addition, in recent years, changes in 
curriculum both across the district (e.g., the 
adoption of the Common Core State 
Standards) and at individual schools (e.g., 
the creation of magnet and innovative 
programs) have led to changing facility 
needs across the district.  

“School Facilities affect learning...we already know what is needed: clean air, good 
light, and a quiet, comfortable, safe learning environment.”  
- National Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities

The mission of the 
Facilities Master 
Plan is to guide 

facilities decision 
making to support 

student learning 
and achievement. 
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Facilities Master Plan (FMP) 

The combination of these factors led AUSD’s Board of 
Education to approve the creation of a Facilities Master 
Plan in September, 2013. The goal of the plan was to 
evaluate the district’s campuses and identify 
improvements that would ensure the comfort and safety 
of students and staff, support the district’s educational 
programs, and fulfill the needs of each school 
community.  !
That same month, through a competitive selection 
process, AUSD selected the architectural firm of 
Quattrocchi Kwok Architects (QKA) to evaluate the 
District’s facilities, engage the schools and community in 
a collaborative planning process, and create a Facilities 
Master Plan.  The firm began its work in October, 2013. 

	         
The Facilities Master Plan has four primary goals: !
•	 Assess the physical condition of each facility.      
•	 Identify facilities improvements to meet the needs of     

the district’s educational programs. 
•	 Engage each school community in a discussion     

about facilities needs and priorities for their schools. 
•	 Develop a comprehensive Facilities Master Plan for     

each facility that establishes a long-term vision for 
the school. 
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Methodology 

Working with AUSD staff, Quattrocchi 
Kwok Architects developed a 
comprehensive process to engage the 
Alameda community and develop a 2014 
Facilities Master Plan. !
That process was composed of five 
major components:  !
1. Educational Specifications 

2. Demographic Analysis 

3. Facilities Assessments 

4. School Site Master Planning Meetings 

5. Community Outreach 

!
1.  Educational Specifications 

The purpose of the Educational 
Specifications (“Ed Specs”) is to 
provide a physical standard for 
facilities across the district. The Ed 
Specs reflect the educational 
programs and goals at each grade 
level (elementary, middle and high 
schools) and the corresponding 
facility requirements to meet those 
goals. It is intended to provide a 
standard level of facilities for each 
school type and to help ensure equity 
among campuses throughout the 
district.  
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Created with input from school site principals and 
staff, as well as department heads and district office 
personnel, the Ed Specs served as an invaluable 
verification tool during the school site Facilities 
Master Planning process. AUSD’s Board of 
Education approved the Ed Spec as a stand-alone 
document on March 25, 2014. It is referenced, but 
not included in this document. !
2. Demographic Analysis 

Long-term master planning for a school district 
cannot happen without an accurate projection of 
long-term demographic trends in the surrounding 
community. Building on their 2009 enrollment 
projections, Jack Schreder & Associates conducted 
a new demographic analysis in the spring of 2014.  !
The firm found that overall, AUSD will experience 
moderate growth in the next 10 years. Within that 
overall trend, however, some schools’ enrollments 
will increase, while others will decrease. All of the 
school site master plans reflect the new enrollment 
projections through the 2023-2024 school year.  !
AUSD’s Board of Education approved the 
Demographic Analysis on April 29, 2014. It is 
referenced, but not included in this document. !!

3. Facilities Assessments 

In 2012 QKA performed a comprehensive facilities 
assessment of 17 AUSD school sites. ASTI at the 
College of Alameda was not included. The first step 
in this process was meeting with AUSD maintenance 
personnel to review the conditions of building 
infrastructure and mechanical systems, including 
plumbing systems, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and 
Air Conditioning) and electrical systems.  The next 
step in the Facilities Assessment was a review of 
existing data regarding each site including record 
drawings and the Division of the State Architect 
(DSA) records, where available.  !
After spending 150 hours at the school sites and 
producing hundreds of pages of detailed notes, QKA 
identified more than $92 million of needed 
improvements. The 2012 facilities assessment work 
has been combined with the results of the Facilities 
Master Planning at each school to create a 
comprehensive list of proposed facility improvements 
for each campus. !
The results of the 2012 Facilities Assessment are 
also summarized in the “Existing Conditions 
Summary” for each school. !
  !
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2014 Supplemental Facilities 
Assessment !
In conjunction with this Facilities Master Plan, the 
Board of Education directed QKA to perform a 
supplemental assessment of all district properties 
not currently used as educational facilities. Those 
properties included: !
1.	 Historic Alameda High School (currently  

unoccupied) 
2.	 Thompson Field  
3.	 2472 Eagle Avenue (former Island High School  

site) 
4.	 Food Services Warehouse  
5.	 Maintenance and Supplies Yard  
6.	 240 Singleton Avenue (formerly WCDC, currently  

unoccupied) 
7.	 250 Singleton Avenue (formerly Island High  

School and Miller School, currently unoccupied) !
The centerpiece of the supplemental assessment 
was an on-site visual inspection of each site. The 7 
site visits were conducted by QKA and AUSD staff 
and included a review of the site with the MOF 
personnel at each facility, plus a thorough room-by-
room inspection of every building.  QKA and AUSD 
assessed the condition of various features at every 
site to identify needed facilities improvements — 
defined as changes required in order for the facilities 
to operate safely, effectively and efficiently. 

!
As these sites are not school facilities, QKA did not 
hold planning meetings. Instead, QKA and MOF 
consulted with district staff to assess the condition 
and improvements needed at each facility. 
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4. School Sites Master Planning 	       
Meetings 

QKA conducted School Site Master 
Planning Meetings with each school site 
community throughout the winter and 
spring of 2014 to gather data on a wide 
range of factors, including safety, 
security, technology, enrichment 
programs, enrollment projections, 
performance space, athletic fields, 
traffic control, and classroom sizes. 
Altogether, QKA facilitated:  !

•	 Two meetings at each     
elementary and charter school   

•	 Three meetings at the middle     
schools 

•	 Two meetings at Alameda     
Science and Technology 
Institute (a high school) 

•	 Three meetings at Island High     
School/Woodstock Child 
Development Center 

•	 Four meetings at Encinal High     
School 

•	 Five meetings at Alameda High     
School 

!!
The comments collected at the school 
site master planning meetings were 
combined with the physical and 
programmatic needs identified in the 
2012 Facilities Assessment Report, as 
well as the 2014 Ed Specs, to create a 
comprehensive Facilities Master Plan for 
each site. Each Facilities Master Plan 
includes draft site drawings, a detailed 
list of proposed improvements, and a 
Master Plan Summary.  !
Meeting attendees sorted the identified 
improvements into three categories 
developed by the district and QKA staff: 
1) Critical Facility Needs  
2) Educational Program Needs 
3) Future Facility Needs !!
!

Authentic community engagement re-establishes the connection between schools 
and communities, creating more effective schools and healthier neighborhoods. 

10 Principles of Authentic Community Engagement. KnowledgeWorks Foundation 
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Category 1: Critical Facility Needs (CFN) 

Improvements to meet code requirements, student safety, 
building infrastructure systems and preservation of 
buildings from the deleterious impacts of the environment.  

Examples include: 

• ADA – Code compliancy to the Americans with Disabilities 
Act 

• Roofing repair or replacement 

• Building weather protection, including windows, siding & 
exterior doors 

• Mechanical, plumbing, electrical, utility systems repair or 
replacement 

• Security/student safety upgrades 

• Improvements for student safety such as pedestrian 
paths or unsafe vehicular traffic crossing 

• Notification systems (phones and intercoms) 

• New lock systems 

!
!
!
!

Category 2: Educational Program Needs (EPN) 

Improvements that impact the student learning environment 
and support the District’s Educational Program/Education 
Specifications. EPN improvements will impact more than 
just classrooms.  

Examples include: 

• Spaces needed for enrollment capacity 

• Information technology improvements 

• Architectural upgrades, including finishes and cabinetry 

• Outdoor learning environments and libraries 

• PE and playground improvements including fields 

• Energy efficiencies upgrades 

• Parking and traffic – not identified in CFN 

• Site improvements, such as drainage or paving 

!
Category 3: Future Facility Needs (FFN) 

Improvements not covered under Critical Facility Needs or 
Educational Program Needs, such as aesthetic 
considerations, optional upgrades or other non-critical but 
desired work to each school. 

!
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5.  Community Outreach !
District and QKA staff used a wide range of methods to 
inform and solicit responses from the community about 
the plan. !
Meetings !
In addition to 54 school site meetings held at individual 
school sites, QKA hosted three community-wide 
meetings in late April. To make it easier for community 
members to attend, the meetings were held at school 
sites across the island (Alameda High School, Encinal 
High School, and Lum Elementary School). At the first 
two meetings, the architects described the general state 
of AUSD’s facilities, presented the results of the individual 
school site master planning meetings, and asked for 
feedback on the plans (which had been enlarged and 
posted around the room). At the final meeting, QKA 
incorporated the feedback from the first two meetings 
and also initiated a broad conversation on the general 
direction that the community would like the District to go 
in implementing the plan.  !
To encourage still more community feedback, the Board 
of Education conducted a Facilities Master Planning 
workshop on May 27, 2014. The workshop specifically 
focused on the general direction the community wants to 
take with the implementation of its Facilities Master Plan. !!!!
Facilities Master Plan website 

!
District staff created a website within the district’s 
website solely devoted to the FMP process. That website 
included: !
•	 FAQs on Facilities Master Plans     
•	 PowerPoints developed by the architects     
•	 Notes from every Ed Specs meeting     
•	 The Ed Specs     
•	 The Demographic Analysis     
•	 Video, transcripts, and comment cards from the     

community outreach meetings 
•	 School site pages that contained links to each     

school’s 2012 Facility Assessment Report, as well as 
the agendas, meeting notes, draft site plans, and 
improvement lists generated during the Facilities 
Master Planning process. Each school site page also 
contained an email link that community members 
could use to send in comments. !

Communications !
To educate the community about the Facilities Master 
Plan process, inform them of meeting dates, and solicit 
feedback, district staff sent out regular communications 
(including Community Bulletins and a monthly 
Superintendent’s Letter) to district staff, parent/
guardians, the media, and the broader community. 
Several local publications ran these communications in 
their Letters to the Editor section. In addition, district staff 
tweeted regularly about upcoming meetings and 
additions to the FMP website and “live tweeted” Board
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of Education meetings where the FMP was discussed. !
To communicate directly with district employees, staff 
wrote short articles in the monthly Employee Bulletins 
and a bi-weekly newsletter that goes to principals.  !
The District also took out newspaper advertisements for 
the community outreach meetings (these ran for three 
weeks).  !
Cost Estimating 

An estimated construction cost in today’s dollars (June 2014) has 
been provided for each proposed facility improvement by 
Counterpoint Construction Services, in coordination with QKA. 
Escalation of these costs will occur over time. Projects that 
begin several years from this date will, almost certainly cost 
significantly more to build as a result of escalation.  These 
estimated costs were used to help develop the implementation 
plan and were based upon the following assumptions: 

!
Estimates: All the improvements contained in the 
Facilities Master Plans are estimated.  !
Current costs: The cost of work specified in the 2012 
Facilities Assessment has been re-calculated in 2014 
dollars, as well as adjusted to reflect improvements 
identified during the FMP process. !
Conceptual descriptions: All costs are based on 
conceptual descriptions of facility improvements.  
Detailed plans and specifications have not been 
developed at this time. 

!
Bids: The construction will be competitively bid as 
required by California Contracts Code for public schools.  
A high degree of quality control will be enforced.   !
Contingencies: Design and Change Order contingencies 
are factored in to the hard construction cost. It is 
expected that significant hazardous materials abatement 
will be required in most modernization projects. An 
abatement allowance of 1.5% of the project costs 
has been added to the overall construction cost. !
Soft costs: Total costs include “soft costs,” such as 
approvals, permits, inspections, testing, bidding, and 
architecture and engineering fees and expenses. They 
are estimated at 30% of the hard construction costs 
including contingencies. !
Costs are based upon the assumption of a separate 
contractor for each campus and prevailing wages as of 
2014. !
The project cost estimates do not include: !
•	 Furniture and other moveable equipment (such as     

computers) 
•	 Temporary or interim housing costs (portables) for     

impacted school sites 
•	 Legal fees, bond counsel, financing consultants and     

internal district administration costs.  
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Public School Construction Costs  

Public school construction is generally 25% to 30% more 
expensive than most commercial construction. That’s 
primarily due to two factors. First, because they house 
children, school buildings are designated as "Essential 
Facilities" by law and require a greater level of structural 
safety and engineering. Second, because public school 
construction involves government contracting, workers 
need to be paid “prevailing wage” (the hourly wage and 
benefits paid to the majority of workers in a trade in that 
region, as established by state agencies). This tends to 
keep the hourly rate of workers higher than in the private 
sector.  !
School Capacity Calculations 

The FMP report for each campus contains a calculation 
of the campus’ student capacity.  The capacity was 
determined using a standard formula and classroom 
loading standards that are consistent with District and 
California Department of Education standards. The ratios 
are not intended to correlate to the actual number of 
students in a classroom at any one time or the maximum 
capacity of a classroom. They are a guideline used to 
track the overall capacity of school campuses.  !
 The FMP uses the current loading ratio of the California 
Department of Education (CDE) of twenty-five (25) 
students per classroom and defines a classroom as a 
space greater than 750 square feet. !!

Portable Classrooms 

AUSD, like most school districts in California, possesses a 
significant number of prefabricated relocatable classrooms 
( portables).  These are stand-alone classrooms that are 
manufactured and delivered to the school sites on trucks.  They 
are typically installed on non-permanent foundations with metal 
ramps.  They are an inexpensive and quick way to provide 
classroom space.   

The portable classrooms currently in AUSD range in age from 10 
to 45 years and are in a wide range of conditions. The life span of 
a portable is 25 years. Some are relatively new and in good 
shape; others are in a state of significant disrepair.   !
Due to the fact that portables are inexpensive and not designed 
to be permanent, it does not generally make sense to renovate 
existing portable classrooms.   Therefore, the FMP does not 
include renovations of portable classrooms at any of the school 
sites. Instead, where portables are in significant disrepair, the 
FMP recommends their removal and replacement with permanent 
buildings.  Where existing portables are new (or relatively new) 
and in good condition, however, the FMP reflects their continued 
use. !
Energy Efficiency and Photovoltaics !
Alameda Unified School District is committed to energy efficiency 
and minimizing their carbon footprint. To that end, each 
improvement project will seek to take advantage of available 
energy and cost saving measures whenever possible. During 
programming and schematic design, photovoltaic systems will be 
evaluated for their initial and long term cost savings potential. 
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Executive Summary 
 

The Facilities Master Plan includes a 
considerable amount of data and 

information about each of the 
District’s school sites. 

The purpose of the Executive Summary is to 
summarize detailed information and present 

an overview of the FMP.  The intent is to 
provide a concise view of the facilities issues 

and opportunities that Alameda Unified 
School District faces.  The Executive 

Summary also provides a cumulative view of 
all of the campuses to give a holistic picture 

of District facility needs.    
!

Although not specifically a part of the 
Facilities Master Planning process, values for 
improvements to the seven non-educational 

District facilities also are included in this 
summary.    
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DISTRICT COMMON TRENDS  COMMON PROPOSED RESPONSE

Safety and Security New or better fencing to create a secure perimeter, door hardware and visual 
control, access control through administration

Accessibility Upgraded wheelchair ramps, restroom upgrades, accessible parking 
improvements and changes to site features

Technology Audio visual systems in classrooms, wireless internet access, and audio visual 
systems at multi-purpose rooms

Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Art, Mathematics 

21st Century adaptable and flexible classrooms and lab spaces, small group 
learning spaces and outdoor work areas

Facilities Support Infrastructure Additional private meeting spaces of various sizes, a clear and welcoming sense 
of entry and administrative reception area

As the FMP was developed, QKA identified a number of 
consistent trends throughout the District.  Many of these 
trends were first identified in the development of the 
Educational Specifications with the establishment of 
District-wide facilities standards.  QKA also identified a 
number of common issues during the Facilities 
Assessment of each campus.    

In addition, as we completed the school site meetings, 
attendees identified which types of improvements were 
most important.  During subsequent community  
outreach meetings, the trends were further described 
and a set of similar solutions revealed themselves.   

QKA aggregated five broad facilities need trends to capture these 
issues.  They are represented in the table below along with a brief 
list of common improvements in each category.  The FMP 
includes a Master Plan Summary for each campus, which 
includes a similar table describing the proposed improvements 
for each trend on that campus.  
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To better understand the wide range of needed facility improvements, QKA and district staff created categories for sorting the 
improvements, as described in the previous Methodology section.  !
Below is the total estimated cost of all proposed improvements in each of the three categories. !!

Facilities Master Plan Summary - Costs by Category

CATEGORY COST

Critical Facility Needs 
(CFN)

$133,567,587

Educational Program 
Needs (EPN)

$337,322,594

Future Facility Needs 
(FFN)

$104,681,126

Hazardous Materials 
Abatement Allowance

$8,633,570

Total $584,204,877
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Proposed improvements shown by type of school and category.  The graph indicates that the majority of costs of the proposed 
improvements are concentrated in high schools.  It also shows that a significant percentage of the needed improvements are 
in response to Educational Program Needs.!

Facilities Master Plan Summary - Costs by School Type and Category
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CFN EPN FFN TOTAL Current Enrollment

Alameda HS, Option 2 
(1975,1993) $33,748,832 $58,056,206 $20,993,466 $112,798,504 1,758

Encinal HS (1950-1953) $10,500,801 $107,739,740 $8,283,849 $126,524,390 1,222
ASTI High School (2004) $644,280 $10,531,820 $213,832 $11,389,932 170
WCDC/Island HS (1942) $11,301,959 $10,074,242 $1,602,055 $22,978,256 403
Lincoln MS (1977) $9,995,082 $3,198,260 $16,760,671 $29,954,013 956
Wood MS (1965) $11,967,175 $18,195,502 $3,271,190 $33,433,867 444
Bay Farm ES (1991) $3,135,623 $18,601,083 $92,950 $21,829,656 561
Earhart ES (1979) $5,915,965 $6,839,388 $17,777,240 $30,532,593 618
Edison ES (1940-1942) $4,562,189 $16,502,447 $24,570 $21,089,206 484
Franklin ES (1950) $1,698,207 $8,814,656 $7,326,134 $17,838,997 318
Haight ES (1975) $5,789,014 $11,229,082 $439,707 $17,457,802 435
Lum ES (1959) $6,157,033 $6,208,626 $1,160,183 $13,525,842 509
Maya Lin (1955) $5,005,970 $12,153,596 $1,091,928 $18,251,494 325
Otis ES (1951) $4,185,357 $9,577,829 $973,899 $14,737,085 565
Paden ES (1954) $2,405,501 $12,584,020 $2,127,651 $17,117,172 329
Ruby Bridges ES (2006) $888,265 $2,116,426 $1,302,977 $4,307,667 558
Academy of Alameda 
(1965) $2,759,894 $15,834,774 $127,270 $18,721,937 480

ACLC/Nea (1950) $12,906,440 $9,064,900 $2,563,782 $24,535,122 172

Subtotal $131,418,713 $341,897,164 $106,231,779 $557,023,535
Allowance for Hazardous 
Materials Abatement (1.5%) $8,633,570

Facilities Master Plan Summary - Costs by School

Continued…
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Facilities Master Plan Summary - Costs by School

CFN EPN FFN TOTAL

The Warehouse N/A N/A $1,435,070 $1,435,070
Maintenance & Supplies 
Yard N/A N/A $6,885,099 $6,885,099

2472 Eagle Avenue N/A N/A $273,000 $273,000
240 Singleton Avenue N/A N/A $3,402,370 $3,402,370
250 Singleton Avenue N/A N/A $5,427,234 $5,427,234
District Office (at AHS) N/A N/A $1,125,000 $1,125,000

GRAND TOTALS $133,567,587 $337,322,594 $104,681,126 $584,204,877
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Facilities Master Plan Summary - Replacement Costs

Renovation versus Replacement Costs 

Many schools in Alameda are reaching the end of their 
useful life. In some cases, the compounding issues of 
poor soils and inadequate structural systems make 
bringing the facilities up to current codes expensive. 
When these spaces also require new infrastructure, 
such as heating, electrical and plumbing systems, in 
addition to renovations to meet curriculum needs,  
renovation can become cost prohibitive. 
  
When the indicated improvements for a building 
exceed 75% of the value to demolish and replace the 
structure, QKA recommends consideration be given to 
building new structures. The smaller the gap between 
renovation and replacement, the stronger the case for 
replacement. !
On a campus wide scale, the same 75% rule applies. If 
a master plan involves renovations of existing 
structures that exceeds 75% of the cost of building an 
entirely new school, it is advisable to consider a 
complete replacement school. 

For each school site, Appendix B provides the cost to 
build a new replacement campus. Candidates for 
replacement are highlighted in yellow. Additionally, to 
assist in decision making, the age of the replacement 
candidates are shown. 

Consolidating High Schools 

During the Facilities Master Planning process, QKA 
was asked about the possibility of consolidating the 
two comprehensive high schools into one new facility. 
Based on current enrollment and demographic 
projections, this would require a high school to 
accommodate 3,000 students now and approximately 
3,165 in 2023-24.   
   
Both comprehensive high schools have size constraints 
that prevent them from fully providing the types of 
facilities that are prescribed in the Education 
Specifications. Although demolition and multi-story 
new construction may provide the building spaces 
required, neither school has adequate site area for the 
desired athletic fields.  

The Facilities Master Plan presents the cost to improve 
Alameda and Encinal High School facilities as required 
on their existing sites. The decision to implement these 
improvements, however, should be judged against the 
costs to build a single new high school on an 
adequately sized site.  Based on California Department 
of Education standards, a high school with that 
enrollment requires over 65 acres. Exclusive of the 
purchase of land, a new 3,200 student high 
school could cost $180 to $200 million. !

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan
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Assumptions 

Temporary Housing Costs !
In cases when significant portions of school campuses are 
proposed to be demolished and/or reconstructed, it may 
become necessary to provide temporary housing for 
students displaced by the construction. Since temporary 
housing solutions can vary wildly, a hypothetical portable 
building scenario was estimated with the following conditions 
and costs: !
17 classrooms (approximately 320 students) 
1 administration building 
1 cafeteria building 
3 portable toilet buildings 
For a period of 18 months 
Total projected temporary housing costs: 
$3.5 million, including hard and soft costs, no furniture. 
$170/sq. ft. of temporary building space !
Alameda High School Options 

By an overwhelming majority, the preferred solution at 
Alameda High School was Option 2. Although costs for 
both options are provided in the FMP, only the higher Option 
2 costs were used for the purpose of tabulating overall 
costs.  

Additionally, costs associated with improvements to 
Thompson Field and Historic Alameda HS are included with 
Option 2 at Alameda High School, since they are directly 
associated with that school. 

Prototype Classroom 

A baseline assumption is that classroom improvements shall 
include all the features necessary to provide a future focused 
educational experience for the students of Alameda. To that 
end each new, modernized, expanded or reconfigured 
classroom space includes the following elements: !

• Wired/wireless technology 

• Video projection or large format monitors 

• Appropriate power and data outlets including phone, 
intercom and bell systems 

• New interior finishes including acoustics, selected 
tackable walls, whiteboards and cabinetry 

• Energy efficient mechanical, electrical and lighting 
systems 

• Where possible, access to outdoor learning spaces 

• Breakout spaces for small groups and collaboration 

• Where appropriate, connections between classrooms 
for collaboration 

• Accessibility upgrades where required 

• Building envelope improvements as warranted 

• Safety and security measures as required !

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan
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Conclusion 

The Facilities Master Plan is the starting point for each facility 
improvement project, but it represents only the beginning of 
the design process.  Each project that is selected will also 
entail a collaborative design process, in which the ideas and 
opinions of the school staff, teachers, parents/guardians, 
students, and community members will play an integral role. !
As a long-term plan, the FMP is intended to be a living 
document.  Educational programs, community needs, and 
physical conditions change over time.  The FMP should be 
updated and re-visited as these conditions change, so that it 
can continue to provide effective guidance for decision 
making.  !
The Facilities Master Plan process was a lengthy and 
complex endeavor.  The end product — this Facilities Master 
Plan – will help guide the District for many years to come, as 
it strives to create the  21st Century educational facilities the 
children of Alameda so richly deserve.   !!

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan
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Alameda High School
2201 Encinal Avenue

Date School Opened:	  1924-1933,1975,1993

2013 - 2014 School Year Enrollment:	  1,758

Standard Classrooms:	 	 	      75

Modular Classrooms:	 	 	       0

Portable Classrooms:	 	 	       0

Classrooms Used for Other Programs:	       0

Building Area:	 	 	 221,255 sq. ft.

Site Area:	 	 	        12.9 acres

School Data



Alameda High School consists of multiple buildings constructed 
between 1924 and 1993. The original campus (1924) is a registered 
Historical Landmark that consists of five distinct Classical Revival 
buildings that face Central Avenue. The only original buildings that can 
be used in their current condition are Kofman Auditorium, which 
includes six classrooms on the second and third floors, the Patton 
Gym, and the West Wing buildings, which have all been seismically 
upgraded to meet Field Act certification. 

The West Wing, located at Central and Walnut Streets, was built later 
in 1957 to mimic the Classical Revival theme, but lacks the cast stone 
detailing of the originals. In 1994 it was seismically retrofitted and 
added accessibility ramps, elevator, restroom and fire alarm 
improvements. The West Wing has three floors (45,600 sq. ft.), with 
thirteen classrooms, an exercise gym, a small theater (2,715 sq. ft.), 
cafeteria with kitchen area (4,100 sq. ft.), and ground floor vocational 
programs.

In 1975, a major campus addition was completed to replace the 
original buildings that were not Field Act compliant. This addition 
consisted of the one-story Technical Arts building (13,800 sq. ft.), a 
two-story Academic building (62,800 sq. ft.), and a boiler/utility space 
(1,100 sq. ft.) servicing these buildings. These facilities were 
constructed as concrete pad foundations with concrete masonry unit 
exterior walls, steel and metal deck framing with parapet wall and 
membrane roofing. The Academic building serves as the current focal 
point of the high school, with 48 classrooms, administrative offices, 
and library/media center.
The newest addition to the campus is the gymnasium (1993) adjacent 
to the Emma Hood Aquatic Center (1955). The new gym (23,600 sq. 
ft.) is built on a concrete pad foundation, with steel post and truss 
framing, and cast-in place concrete exterior walls. The gym includes 
public restrooms, boys’ and girl’s locker rooms, and mechanical/
electrical service area. It is unknown if this building has received any 
upgrade since its construction.

The Alameda High School campus currently serves 1,758 students in a 
total of 75 classrooms and various ancillary spaces as noted in the 
building descriptions above. This flagship campus also serves the 
island community as a focal point of the renovated historical downtown 
district, as well as a public resource with its 1200 seat auditorium.
 Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-2
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Exterior cement plaster is cracking.
Fire escape steel stair deterioration requires repair or replacement.
Replace heating, lighting, fire sprinkler, and alarm systems.
Accessible audience seating at balcony
Stage and dressing room accessibility
Boiler system with radiators is obsolete and needs to be replaced.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-3

Alameda High School 
Facilities Assessment Needs - Auditorium (1924)

Facilities Assessment Needs - Academic Building (1975)
HVAC discharges at classroom 42 atrium windows
Excessive ground floor concrete moisture content
Rain intrusion at ledge flashing between first and second floor

Facilities Assessment Needs - Patton Gym (1924)
Exterior cement plaster is cracking.
Fire escape steel stair deterioration requires repair or replacement.
Replace heating, lighting, fire sprinkler, and alarm systems.
Boiler system with radiators is obsolete and needs to be replaced.

Facilities Assessment Needs - West Wing (1957)
Classroom, exercise gym accessibility
Window sash and trim are reaching end of service life and are deteriorating.
Kitchen non-accessible and Alameda County health code violations
Domestic hot water system is obsolete.
Third floor skylights have reached the end of their service life and require replacement.
Non-accessible corridor drinking fountains

Facilities Assessment Needs - Technical Arts (1975)
Membrane roof blistering (2002 replacement)
Excessive concrete floor moisture content



Building exterior has deteriorated.
Pool deck, fencing, lighting, and bleachers have deteriorated.
Swimming pools need to be upgraded - outlasted life span.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-4

Alameda High School 

Facilities Assessment Needs - Emma Hood Aquatic Center (1955)

Unique Opportunities
Historic Alameda High School is a prominent Alameda landmark, listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places and located adjacent to historic Park Street Business District. Kofman Auditorium 
serves the community as a community performance venue.

Educational Program Needs 
Science classroom modernized and enlarged to meet program requirements.
General classroom modernized and enlarged where undersized.
Library/media center remodel: acoustical separation, breakout spaces, career and college 
counseling, instructional space 
New Student Union for student presentation and café with outdoor seating at Technical Arts 
building. This project would also trigger the following:
• Relocation of weight room to east end of Patton Gym (currently used for storage) 
• Remodel of West Wing first floor south - replace old cafeteria with five classrooms, 

collaborative and support spaces.
• Administration relocation, remodel and reconfiguration, including health center relocation - 

provides improved supervision and quad access. 
Upgrade Thompson track & field (remains limited size) or find new location for regulation size 
stadium. 
Improve secure access at remote entrances (at Historic Alameda High School).
Renewal/remodel of existing main gym and locker rooms - acoustical improvements, public 
address system, bleacher repair and exterior maintenance 
Adult transition classroom, relocate and remodel.
Aquatic center repairs and modernization: pool deck, fencing, lighting, repair building exterior and 
bleachers

Exterior concrete wall shear cracks
Roof leaks on south and west sides
Bleacher wood seating splintering

Facilities Assessment Needs-New Gymnasium (1993)



Development of a central quad linking 
Historic and new Alameda High Schools; 
demolish old boys’ locker room (currently 
health classroom) to open plaza, provide 
outdoor performance space.

Pedestrian boulevard along Alameda Avenue 
axis, spanning campus from Oak to Walnut 
Streets, with realigned driveway and 
pedestrian crossing at Walnut Street.

New Student Union café at current weight 
room location in the Technical Arts building, 
with outdoor plaza seating, strong indoor/
outdoor connection. Include performance, 
meeting and display areas, with support for 
staff development, gatherings and events. 
Consider glass roll-up doors, shade 
structures, and green space.

Modernization and expansion of the library / 
media center on the ground level of the 
Academic building, with links to the new 
quad, with conference and meeting rooms, 
career and college counseling.

Kofman Auditorium renovations, including 
accessibility, theatrical infrastructure and 
systems.

New gymnasium updates to include locker 
room refresh, acoustical and public address 
improvements.

Restore and reconfigure ball fields.

Provide pool improvements and 
modernization.

Alameda High School - Master Plan Summary

Master Plan Features

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan

Option 1: Full Modernization of Alameda High School:
Administration reconfiguration:

• Relocate/reconfigure administration to 
the Encinal Avenue entrance.

• Reception and main office area to the 
southeast area of the ground floor

• Attendance office to the north, with 
ample space for staff and students

Modernize entire Academic building, utilizing 
both floors.

Modernize and remodel Library wing of 
Historic Alameda High School as science lab 
classrooms.

Historic Alameda High School east and east-
central wings would be made available for 
other District uses.

AHS-5



Counseling function to the northwest of the 
entrance hall (current administration area).

Assistant Principal offices spaces to the 
northeast area of the building with views to 
the quad.

Relocate health center to west of entry 
(currently special day care classrooms)

Modernize Patton gym, weight room to east 

West Wing- renovated with: 

• Repurposing of cafeteria and kitchen

• Five new classrooms

• Breakout spaces

• Department offices

Alameda High School - Master Plan Summary
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Thompson Field
Site study reveals that a full-size track, field 
and bleachers will not fit on the existing 
property

Direction is to find an alternative location for 
Alameda High School track and field or 
upgrade the current Thompson Field to 

Option 2: Maximizes Renovation and Use of Historic Alameda High School

Library/media center expansion 

Administration would be relocated to the 
main Central Avenue entrance of Historic 
Alameda High School and a portion of an 
adjacent wing.

The east courtyard between Historic 
Alameda High School and the gym would 
be developed as pedestrian and outdoor 
learning space.

Academic building would be remodeled, with  
Alameda High School utilizing approximately 
40% of space on the north side of two 
floors, with orientation towards Historic 
Alameda High School and new quad.

The remainder of the Academic building 
would be made available for other District 
uses, with dedicated entrances on Encinal 
Avenue.

degree possible with renovated play field, 
an abbreviated track and bleachers as 
feasible. $0

$15,000,000

$30,000,000

$45,000,000

$60,000,000

CFN EPN FFN

Critical Facility Needs (CFN)                $33,748,832
Educational Program Needs (EPN)     $58,056,206
Future Facility Needs (FFN)                 $20,993,466

Improvements by Category



DISTRICT COMMON TRENDS COMMON PROPOSED RESPONSE

Safety and Security
Reposition administration with physical and visual connection to entrance, 
upgrade site lighting, secure gates at remote access locations and provide 
safety door hardware throughout campus.

Accessibility
Renew damaged and heaved paving at walkways and plazas, improve 
restroom accessibility, adjust exterior path of travel slopes, drop-off, parking 
and doors, and provide way-finding signage.

Technology Improve data, power and wireless coverage, updated audio visual, 
presentation capabilities, and modernized media lab.

Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Art, Mathematics 

New, appropriately-sized science labs to replace undersized spaces, career 
technical classroom, collaborative small instruction spaces.

Facilities Infrastructure

Develop a central quad and pedestrian spaces, provide a central café/
student union, perform major building modernization, replace mechanical 
systems and provide a campus energy-management system; remodel 
Thompson Field, Kofman Auditorium and Emma Hood Aquatic Center.

Alameda High School 

Proposed Improvements by Trend

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-7



Critical Facility Needs (CFN) 
Accessibility deficiencies throughout campus to be brought 
up to current codes, including exterior path of travel, Kofman 
seating, stage and dressing rooms, kitchen, toilet rooms, 
drinking fountains, and way-finding signage. 
Pedestrian safety; coordinate with city to improve crossings, 
expand pedestrian loading on Encinal Avenue.
Structural/seismic upgrades 
HVAC replacement/upgrades 
Upgrade power, lighting and data systems 
Phone, clock, bell, and public address system upgrades 
Upgrade emergency lighting 
Fire, life, safety improvements 
Utilities improvement 
Mitigate deterioration of exterior finishes, roofing, rain 
intrusion 
Replace leaking and non-functioning windows 
Athletic safety 
Develop directional signage

Educational Program Needs (EPN)
Science classroom modernized/enlarged to meet program 
requirements.
General classroom modernized/enlarged where undersized 
Library/media center remodel: acoustical separation, 
breakout spaces, career & college counseling, instructional 
space.

New student union for student presentation/café and outdoor 
seating at Technical Arts building. This project would also 
trigger the following:
•  Relocation of weight room to east end of Patton Gym 

(currently used for storage) 
• Remodel of West Wing first floor south - replace old 

cafeteria with five classrooms, collaborative and support 
spaces 

• Administration relocation, remodel and reconfiguration, 
including health center relocation. Provides improved 
supervision and quad access. 

Upgrade Thompson track and field (remains limited size) or 
find new location for regulation size stadium.
Improve secure access at remote entrances (at Historic 
Alameda High School) 
Renewal/remodel of existing main gym and locker rooms - 
acoustical improvements, public address system, bleacher 
repair, and exterior maintenance 
Adult transition classroom relocation and remodel
Aquatic Center repairs and modernization of pool deck, 
fencing, lighting, repair building exterior and bleachers

Future Facility Needs (FFN)

Develop central quad, pedestrian boulevards and plazas – 
includes demolition of west old locker room of Patton Gym
Renovate and modernize performance elements of Kofman 
Auditorium (including rigging, performance lighting, 
acoustics, etc.) 
Renovate Patton Gymnasium 
Renovate and reconfigure play fields on school site 
Develop District use of unassigned spaces 

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-8

Alameda High School - Committee Facilities Improvement Categories
Attendees at the school site meetings provided their recommendation on the priority of improvements within the three categories for use in 
future decision making. These recommendations will be considered along with other factors when scheduling projects as funding becomes 
available.
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Qty. Unit

Signage is not to current standards.

Update signage with the addition of $250 fine signs. Restripe in 
conjunction with parking lot seal coat work.
The ADA sign designating the path of travel has been twisted, indicating 
the wrong direction.

Reset pole to restore proper orientation.

The cross slope on the sidewalk across the bottom of the ramp area is 
3%.

Remove and replace existing walk (approximately 30') between joints, 
and replace with flatwork at 2% cross slope. Pending field survey 
verification, this may require removal and replacement of the walk 
leading to the nearby ADA stalls, at either 5% maximum or 8.33% 
maximum with railings.
Metal threshold transitions at these locations are not ADA-compliant, in 
that they do not provide a 5 foot level landing.

Remove threshold transitions and approximately 10'x10' section of 
concrete flatwork, and reconstruct with level landing at threshold and 5% 
maximum transition back to existing flatwork on three sides.

No level landing at exterior door at media center.

Remove and replace flatwork as required to create level landing at door 
and 5% maximum transition back to existing flatwork on three sides.

300

CFN FA 200

$1,685

CFN FA 2

CFN FA

CFN FA 240

2

SF 18.4 $1,322 $5,728

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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U
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E
DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

SF 21.6 $1,944 $8,424

Ea 648.0 $389 $1,685

SF 18.4 $1,102 $4,774

SITE ISSUES

CFN FA

Ea 648.0 $389
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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U
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

There are joints offset more than 1/4" vertically in the flatwork in this 
area.

Grind offset joints to eliminate offset.

Landing at main doors has 4.5% slope.

Flattening the slope at the door to create a level landing, and breaking to 
a 5% maximum slope will likely result in not matching the elevation at 
the top riser, with no level landing at the top of the stairs. In order to 
achieve full compliance, completely rebuild the upper landing and stairs.

There are numerous joints in the concrete flatwork offset by more than 
1/4" in this area.

Grind offset joints to eliminate the offsets
Concrete flatwork in this area has cross slopes significantly exceeding 
ADA requirements.

Remove all flatwork in this area. Reconstruct upper and lower walks with 
2% maximum cross slope and shorter connecting walkways at no more 
than 8.33%. Any flatwork in excess of 5% requires railings.
The slope of the upper ramp is 9.1%.

Since the slope of the lower ramp is less than 8.33%, it appears that a 
viable solution would be to remove and replace the flatwork, leaving 
railings in place, to reduce the slope of the upper ramp to not more than 
8.33%, and to increase the slope of the lower ramp to not more than 
8.33%.
Existing paving is deteriorating.

Fill cracks, seal coat, and restripe.

CFN

1,200

SF 0.4 $5,975 $25,893CFN FA

$11,664 $50,544

CFN

SF 4.3 $467 $2,022

960

SF

CFN FA 200

SF 32.4 

FA 105 4.3 $136 $590

CFN FA 360

SF 4.3 $259 $1,123

CFN FA

FA

49,794

$9,331 $40,435

SF 32.4 
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing pavement is deteriorated

Edge grind, fill cracks, pavement fabric, and 1.5" minimum overlay.

The interconnected nature of the buildings will likely result in a large fire 
area, and correspondingly high required fire hydrant flows, which the 
surrounding hydrants may not be able to meet.

Consider adding fire sprinklers to existing buildings to reduce required 
fire flow.

Existing inlet in bicycle pen frequently clogs and ponds

Clean small diameter pipes that discharge through curb.  Cut a 6 inch 
notch out of concrete curb next to inlet to provide overland relief.

This area drained by one small diameter inlet which is easily clogged, 
flooding lower level.

Remove existing inlet and replace with a 24 inch square inlet with 1/2-
inch maximum opening grate.
West wing bridge: plaza area trip hazards

* See ZFA report for structural bracing;  At plaza, remove pavement, 
regrade, and replace with concrete pavement.
Technical Arts building: required accessibility ramp is not ADA-compliant 
where landing exceeds 6 inches to adjacent pavement.

Add 6 inch high concrete curb from hand rail to bottom of landing.

Technical Arts building exercise gym: exterior classroom door is not 
accessible.

Replace steel door frame and install threshold.

CFN FA 19,556 SF 2.8 $16,427

CFN FA

LS 1,080.0 $324 $1,404

CFN FA 1

CFN FA 1

$71,184

CFN FA 268,633 SF 6.0 $483,539 $2,095,337

6 Tons

EA 3,780.0 $1,134 $4,914

LF 32.4 $389 $1,685

CFN FA 1

7,200.0 $12,960 $56,160

CFN FA 40

LS 2,700.0 $810 $3,510
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

West wing first floor: small gymnasium is not accessible; east corridor 
entry is not ADA-compliant to plaza level.

Demolish floor and install ramp into gym; redesign existing stairs to 
include accessible ramp with railings.
Main building entrance is not accessible at street entry.

Apply historical status for a no-ramp retrofit, but provide required 
directional signage at street to accessible entry at east parking lot.
Patton Gymnasium: pavement subsidence at entry area to small gym 
create large pools.

Add site drain inlet and regrade, repave area at seat wall/entry area.
No trash enclosure 

Install two three-bin trash enclosures per Health Department standards.

Broken and sunken concrete - possible sewer lateral trench failure.

Remove and replace concrete. Verify sewer line integrity.
Raised or separated concrete

Remove and replace concrete walkway.
Less than 36 inches clearance at top of lower ramp, small section of 
ramp with slopes greater than 8.33%

Provide adequate clearance at top of ramp. Remove and replace section 
of ramp to provide 8.33% maximum slope.
Walkway with cross slopes exceeding 2%

Remove and replace walkway with code-compliant path of travel.

CFN FA 240

LS 540.0 $162 $702

CFN FA 300

$713 $2,376

SF 167.4 $12,053 $52,229

CFN FA 1

21,600.0 $12,960 $56,160

CFN FA

SF 73.4 $6,610 $28,642

CFN FA 2

CFN FA $1,069 $3,564

CFN FA $810 $3,510

CFN FA $14,280 $61,880

LS

100 SF 23.8 

150 SF 23.8 

1 LS

2,000 SF

2,700.0 

23.8 
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Slopes greater than 5% without handrails

Provide ADA path of travel with slopes less than 5% or code-compliant 
ramp with handrails.
Landing at door greater than 2% slope - non-compliant door threshold

Remove and replace landing and threshold with ADA-compliant.
No accessible entry at this location

Provide new ADA ramp as required for access at this location.
Ramp with slopes greater than 11%.

Remove ramp and extend length of ramp to provide 8.33% maximum 
slope with handrails.
Non-compliant ramp, inadequate clearance at door

Remove existing ramp and construct code-compliant access as required 
to lower classrooms.
Ramp with slopes greater than 8.33% and cross slopes greater than 2%

Remove and replace ramp with code-compliant ramp.
Noncompliant door thresholds at six locations

Remove and replace door threshold with ADA-compliant.
No fire hydrants observed on south side of historic high school

Extend fire line to provide fire hydrants along fire access routes.

$571CFN FA

CFN FA $1,320

FA $2,025 $8,775

$2,475

CFN FA $2,151

$450 $1,950

CFN FA $18,000 $78,000

CFN FA

$9,321

$9,720 $42,120

CFN FA $4,500 $19,500

$5,720

2 LS 16,200.0 

300 SF 23.9 

1

LF 150.0 

CFN

LS 15,000.0 

200 SF 22.0 

6 LS 250.0 

400

CFN FA

250 SF 27.0 

80 SF 23.8 
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

No outdoor eating/gathering spaces exist on campus; café/student union 
to be located at Technical Arts building.

Develop outdoor dining plaza to south of Technical Arts building in 
conjunction with new café/student union (see Technical Arts building for 
additional work).
Accessible drop-off zone along Encinal Avenue is inadequate for traffic 
needs.

Extend drop-off zone along Encinal Avenue entrances, with appropriate 
signage.
Outdoor areas are isolated and enclosed, with no central spaces or 
defined circulation routes; pedestrian traffic crosses parking lot at 
Walnut Street, and has no defined crosswalk.

Demolish existing health classroom (former boys' locker room) at Patton 
Gym, preserve historic facade at west end; develop plaza with outdoor 
performance stage, landscaping and paving; develop pedestrian 
boulevard along Alameda Avenue spine, with reconfigured driveway and 
crossing at Walnut Street; develop central quad around existing 
memorial grove adjacent to Academic building.
Existing play fields are in poor condition and poorly configured in relation 
to site and buildings.

Renovate and reconfigure play fields.

Subtotal $12,532,334

74345

SF 104.0 $180,960 $784,160

FFN FMP 72500

FFN FMP 4160 SF

5800

SF $490,674 $2,126,254

SF 70.0 $1,522,500 $6,597,500

$62,400

EPN FMP

50.0 $270,400

FFN FMP 22.0 
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ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Built-up roofing is at end of service life, except Technical Arts and 
Academic buildings.

Replace all roofing, scuppers, drains, caps and flashings except at 
Technical Arts and Academic buildings.
Painted finish is deteriorated at all building exteriors:

Reseal and repaint all exterior walls, trims, fascia, etc.

Exterior windows have reached end of service life.

Replace all remaining windows not listed in items #1, 2, and 4 (science, 
gym/lockers, auto shop, wings 600 and 700).
Exterior doors have reached end of service life.

Replace all exterior doors with metal frame and fiberglass reinforced 
panel door.
All slab-on-grade (SOG) concrete floors: excessive moisture impedes 
flooring bond

Prior to new flooring, strip/etch concrete, and apply vapor barrier.

Classrooms/corridors/miscellaneous flooring is at end of service life

Replace all flooring with resilient flooring, and walk-off entry carpet mat.

All corridors, hallways and gymnasium walls: damaged and patched 
gypsum wallboard.

Replace with 'high-impact' wallboard and 8 foot corner guards.

BUILDING SCOPE TYPICAL CAMPUS WIDE

44,000 SF

3,500

3.4 $44,880 $194,480

CFN FA

73,000 SF 17.3 $378,870 $1,641,770

CFN FA

CFN FA

SF

10.5 $270,900 $1,173,900

CFN FA

4,752.0 $39,917 $172,973

CFN FA

87.0 $91,350 $395,850

CFN FA

86,000 SF

6.0 $81,000 $351,000

5.9 $132,750 $575,250

CFN FA

75,000 SF

45,000 SF

28 Leaves
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Interior walls: paint/wall coverings at end of service life

Repaint all interiors campus wide

Student Lockers: most are in need of repairs at hinges and latches

Replace with district standard Pemco lockers

Subtotal $6,988,870

Z-flash at second floor Rib band leaks at roof scupper downspouts 

Investigate reglet detail and replace flashing overall

Roofing membrane developing blisters

Investigate with Garland Company for cause and remedy.
Street entry plaza and flag pole base damage 

Repair/replace pole base cap; investigate soil stability for pavement 
heave
First floor vinyl tile is delaminating due to excessive moisture release at 
floor slab.

Strip tile, bead blast, seal concrete and apply new VCT flooring.
Library/media center is dated, poorly configured, lacks adequate space 
and suffers from lack of acoustic separation between uses.

Remodel and modernize library/media center to include adjacent TV 
studio spaces; provide lecture, reading, stack, office, breakout and 
computer spaces with glazed interior partitions; provide office space for 
college and career counseling.

ACADEMIC BUILDING

$256,163 $1,110,038

CFN FA 1

LF 16.2 $680 $2,948

2.8 $151,949 $658,447

CFN FA 6.0 

CFN FA

CFN FA

702.0 $421,200 $1,825,200

180,892 SF

2,000 EA

CFN FA 49,500

CFN FA 140

$633,600 $2,745,600

LS 1,620.0 $486 $2,106

EPN FMP 8,800

$17,160$3,9602,200 SF

SF 240.0 

SF 17.3 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Administration is scattered and located interior, precluding supervision of 
the main entry

Relocate/reconfigure administration to the Encinal Avenue entrance.
Health Center will be displaced by reconfigured administration offices.  

Relocate to area of existing rooms 145 and 150 (adult transition 
classrooms) - provide reception, office, examination and storage 
spaces. 
Adult transition classrooms will be displaced by reconfigured health 
center.

Relocate to area of existing rooms 151, 152 and 153 (classrooms). 
Existing are undersized and in need of modernization.

Reconfigure and modernize all classrooms to provide standard sizes 
and breakout spaces, including power, data, HVAC and other system 
upgrades.

Subtotal $13,669,452

Roofing membrane developing blisters

Investigate with Garland Company for cause and remedy.
Floor vinyl tile is delaminating from excessive moisture release

Strip tile, bead blast, seal concrete and apply new VCT.

Technical arts building corridor drinking fountain is noncompliant.

Add barrier rails.

TECHNICAL ARTS BUILDING

SF 220.0 

240.0 $979,200 $4,243,200

SF 200.0 $115,500

200.0 $115,500 $500,500

EPN FMP 15,900

$316

EPN FMP 1,925

$111,007 $481,028CFN FA

CFN FA

$1,049,400 $4,547,400

EPN FMP 1,925

SF

$500,500

EPN FMP 13,600

SF

15.8 $10,395 $45,045

CFN FA 243.0 $73

2,200 SF

1 Pair

21,389 SF 17.3 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing cafeteria is dated, poorly located and does not meet current 
accessibility or health codes.

Construct new café/student union in former shop building (currently used 
as weight room) with kitchen, dining, performance and assembly 
functions. Provide new glazing and roll-up doors to serve outdoor dining 
plaza.
At existing classroom spaces (except media lab) finish materials are at 
end of service life; campus lacks career technical instruction spaces.

Remodel and modernize classroom spaces at technical arts building 
(except new media lab) with spaces for career technical and special day 
classrooms.

Subtotal $5,390,079

West wing bridge: corrosion and paint deterioration on all railings; 
missing second floor handrail

Replace all stair railings.

West wing bridge: egress stair not structurally compliant; rebar corrosion 
and concrete spalling

Replace stair with new compliant design; use specialty epoxy concrete 
repair.
West wing bridge: terrazzo and concrete steps deteriorating

Repair or replace treads.
West wing: loading dock and stair damage

Reconfigure to remove loading dock, capture interior space.

HAHS - WEST WING

EPN FMP

$4,860 $21,060

$2,903,290

5800 SF 260.0 $452,400 $1,960,400

162.0 CFN FA 100 LF

CFN FA 1

CY 918.0 

EPN FMP 9710 SF 230.0 $669,990

$3,856 $16,708

CFN FA 144

CFN FA 14

$6,480 $28,080

SF 15.1 $652 $2,827

LS 21,600.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

West wing east elevation; rails noncompliant; north/south elevations: all 
rails have excessive corrosion with deterioration.

East elevation: replace with 12 inch extension rails beyond first riser; 
north/south: prepare, treat corrosion, and repaint all railings.
West wing north elevation: second floor entry clearstory glass damaged; 
mismatched glazing replacement

Replace with tempered glazing to match adjacent field.

West wing: first floor ceiling damage; concrete pedestal trip hazard

Confirm leak is repaired and repair area, or replace with entire new 
corridor ceiling; install new district standard lockers on pedestal or 
demolish and replace concrete floor.
West wing second floor: some lockers and curb tiles are 
damaged/missing.

Replace curb tile. Repair lockers until replacement with new district 
standard lockers.
West wing third floor: some skylight glazing damage

Investigate skylight for service life before glass replacement.

Door hardware at entries are not compliant with current code standards.

Replace door hardware at all exits.
$7,200 $31,200

CFN FA

$3,051 $13,220FA

405.0 $8,019 $34,749

CFN

FA

$3,013

CFN FA $93,150 $403,650

CFN

$1,347

CFN FA 6.9 $23,205 $100,554

CFN FA 40 SF 25.9 

45.4 

$311

FA 124 $13,05781.0 CFN

11,210 SF

66 Lockers

224 SF

16 leaves

180
Squ

are
s

1,500.0 

1,725.0 

LF

Interior spaces show signs of potential roof leakage (ceiling tile staining, 
wall staining, and peeling finishes).

Replace roof

CFN FA $93,150 $403,650180
Squ

are
s

1,725.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Hydronic systems are old and inefficient with poor zone control. District 
has requested complete removal of all boiler systems within project 
areas
Remove boilers, all convectors, wall radiators, controls, piping 
completely

18,000 SF 3.0 

Replace with ductless spilt heat pumps system with heat recovery, i.e., 
Daikin VRV for independent zone control throughout with DDC controls. 

100 ton 7,000.0 

Existing cafeteria is dated, poorly located, has non-functioning 
equipment, abandoned piping and does not meet current accessibility or 
health codes.

Locate new café/student union in former shop building - repurpose 
existing cafeteria, kitchen, snack bar, teacher dining, and associated 
storage areas into new classrooms, break out spaces and offices.

Existing classrooms, small gym spaces, and theater finishes are beyond 
service life.

Modernize all interior spaces.

Subtotal $13,708,052

Historic Alameda is not Field Act compliant. Significant structural work to 
be done (at east-central wing only in option 1).

See previous order of magnitude cost estimate.
Door hardware at entries are not compliant with current code standards.

Replace door hardware at all exits.
$7,200

$605,242

HAHS - CENTRAL WING

CFN FA

FA

$31,200

$2,667,600

CFN $210,000 $910,000

CFN FA 1 LS $2,017,474 $2,622,716

EPN FMP

1,500.0 

270.0 $615,600

$9,464,00036,400EPN $2,184,000FMP 200.0 SF

16 leaves

7,600 SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Interior spaces show signs of potential roof leakage (ceiling tile staining, 
wall staining and peeling finishes).

Replace roof. 1,725.0 

Hydronic systems are old and inefficient with poor zone control. District 
has requested complete removal of all boiler systems within project 
areas.

Remove boilers, all convectors, wall radiators, controls, and piping 
completely. 47,100 SF

Replace with ductless spilt heat pumps system with heat recovery, i.e., 
Daikin VRV for independent zone control throughout with DDC controls. 235 ton

Possible liquefaction issues at the site. Impact unknown on previous 
structural schematic (item two above).

LS
Perform Geotechnical Investigation (Allowance)

Central main building - existing second & third floor classrooms are 
dated and have accessibility issues.

Modernize all central wing classrooms, including finishes, power, data, 
HVAC and other systems.
Central west wing (former library wing) - existing spaces are dated and 
have accessibility issues.

Modernize and reconfigure entire central west wing to create nine 
science classrooms, with prep rooms, including finishes, power, data, 
HVAC, and other systems.

19,600 SF 240.0 

Central east wing: no work in option 1 scope - see option 2

Subtotal $15,222,751

EPN

0

FA

$1,985,750

FMP $1,411,200 $6,115,200

$42,435 $183,885CFN

CFN FA $20,000

SF 200.0 

$0 $00.0 

EPN FMP $984,000 $4,264,000

CFN FA $458,250

$20,000

82
Squ

are
s

1

16,400

6,500.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

No work in option 1 scope - see option 2

Subtotal $0

Patton Gymnasium: all existing wood and steel frame windows have 
reached end of their service life.

Replace all windows with FRP sash and IGU tempered glazing.
Patton Gymnasium: roll-up door jamb and header damaged and 
deteriorating.

Repair wall framing/install new metal jamb and header, and new roll-up 
door.
Patton Gymnasium: 84 year old interior finishes are beyond service life.

Remove all radiators, piping, miscellaneous items from brick walls; 
install furring and GWB; repaint 
Patton Gymnasium: ceiling insulation is delaminating

Remove, replace with insulated, acoustic ceiling

Patton Gymnasium: hardwood floor has moisture damage and is at the 
end of its service life.

Remove all flooring and replace with new maple cushion floor system.

Patton Gymnasium: wood bleachers are splintered and broken

Replace all bleachers with new wood bleachers.

$8,100 $35,100

CFN FA

$62,694

10,900 SF

9,000

$0 $0

FA

10.5 $34,335

SF 23.2 

64,800.0 $19,440 $84,240

CFN FA $153,03610,900 SF

FA 1 LS 27,000.0 

$90,480

LS

CFN FA

$35,31610.8 

800 SF 87.0 

1

HAHS - EAST WING

GYMNASIUM BUILDINGS

CFN FA $20,880

CFN

$148,785

$271,674

CFN
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Patton Gymnasium: all interior doors are wood and at the end of their 
service life.

Replace all interior doors with galvanized metal frames and FRP doors 
throughout.
Patton Gymnasium: sports medicine in old locker room

Demolish to create plaza
Patton Gymnasium: former weight room is in old girls locker room. 

Repurpose space into weight room and exercise gym; remove all piping, 
radiators; replace ceiling with insulated, acoustic ceiling, replace walls 
with hi-impact GWB; install cushioned athletic flooring; repaint; install 
new light fixtures
Patton Gymnasium: exercise gym toilets are beyond service life 

Remove existing, replace with tile walls, epoxy flooring, new fixtures, 
partitions, accessories, and lighting.

Excessive moisture infiltration at brick wall plaster veneer.

Strip all paint finish to base plaster and treat with Zypex sealer, repaint.

New gymnasium east and north elevations display shear cracking in cast-
in-place walls.  

Investigate for subsidence; repair using specialty concrete epoxy 
contractor.

New gymnasium entry: faded paint and corrosion at piping, frame, roof 
deck, fixtures and equipment. 

Prepare and repaint metal work.

$81,000 $351,000

4,752.0 

216.0 $12,960 $56,160200 SF

13,800 SF

6,600 SF

1,600

$73,788

CFN FA 162.0 $72,900

5.4 

11.9 $49,266 $213,486

CFN FA

135.0 

$11,232

CFN FA

CFN FA

CFN

CFN FA

8.6 $17,028

FA

15

SF

FA $21,384EA

$315,900

$92,664

CFN 2,000 SF

1,500 SF

$2,592
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

New gymnasium roof: roof leaks at metal roof joints, 20 feet from south 
and west walls.

Reseal lap joints at standing seam metal roof.
New gymnasium entry: faded and deteriorated wall paint

Prepare and repaint 
New gymnasium - boys toilet rooms: urinal toilet leakage/wall and floor 
deterioration.

Replace fixtures, clean out locations and rebuild plumbing wall. Install 
tile wainscot and epoxy floor covering.
New gymnasium - boys locker room has many broken lockers, dingy, 
faded walls, and deteriorated concrete floor.

Remodel locker rooms, paint walls, replace lockers, add tile wainscot, 
Solatube daylighting, and epoxy flooring.
New gymnasium - girls locker room: dingy walls and stained concrete 
flooring

Remodel locker rooms, paint walls, replace lockers, add tile wainscot, 
Solatube daylighting, and epoxy flooring.
New Gymnasium - west exit corridor: deteriorated wallboard, doors and 
exposed electrical boxes

Remove electrical box, repair walls, prep and repaint, and install 8 foot 
corner guards.
Public address and acoustics at the new gymnasium are poor.

Provide new public address/audio system and install acoustical panels.

Subtotal $2,482,151

59.7 

$11,808

FA

CFN

4.3 $17,286

CFN

$237,952

CFN

$3,839

$51,168

FA

8.6 $16,636

$55,536

CFN

$54,912

CFN FA 4.3 $1,548 $6,708

CFN FA

FMP

13,400 SF

1,200 SF

1,200 SF

3,066 SF

1,200 SF

FA

35.6 

$74,906

32.8 

$12,816

1,488 SF

10900EPN SF 10.0 $32,700 $141,700

FA
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

The Kofman Auditorium has not had a formal structural review 
performed

Recommend full structural review of the auditorium.
Auditorium historic facade: cast stone, terrazzo and other surface 
damage

Restore cast stone, bronze work, windows, doors and hardware.
Auditorium second floor exit stairs have excessive corrosion and 
noncompliant guardrails.

Replace stairs, guardrail, and handrail in entirety.
Auditorium first floor west egress: there is no accessible entry/egress on 
east elevation.  *(Per ZFA Seismic Report, this exit to be blocked)

Reconstruct stair to accessible ramp.
Auditorium building first floor lobby: some plaster damage and paint 
scaling

Investigate cause and repair plaster and repaint.

Auditorium building pipe; broken lockers; and ceiling tile delamination

Replace drinking fountain with accessible fountain; replace lockers with 
new fistrict standard, and repair wall and ceiling tiles.
Auditorium building: third floor corridor; no accessible drinking fountain; 
dim lighting 

Replace drinking fountain with accessible fountain; add Solatube sky 
lighting (includes all infrastructure needed).

FA $10,000$10,000

400

FA

70,200.0 $42,120

CFN FA

CFN FA

800

$1,841,992

43.2 

156.6 $425,075

CFN FA

CFN FA

CFN

9,500 SF

1 LS $11,934

FA

9,180.0 

 KOFMAN AUDITORIUM

$2,754

$146,965

CFN

11.9 $33,915CFN

2 Stairs

9,048

1

SF

SF

$10,368 $44,928

97.2 $11,664 $50,544

$182,520

SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Auditorium balcony: no accessible seating at second or third levels; 
stage lighting poles not seismic braced

Reconfigure platform for more depth to allow wheelchair seating; 
structurally design lighting mounts- see audience chamber accessibility, 
below
Auditorium balcony second floor: no required handrails or minimum floor 
lighting during performance

Confirm ramp is less than 8.33%, add handrails and strip lighting -  see 
audience chamber accessibility.
Theater production systems are obsolete and at the end of service life.

Provide new production rigging, orchestra pit lift, production lighting and 
controls, drapes, audio visual systems, and seating refurbishment.

Production systems accommodation

Gridiron: walkable steel structure at the top of the fly tower capable of 
supporting rigging loads of ~2000#/foot of stage depth (front to back of 
the stage) with a 50% diversity.
New access from stage to first gallery level on each side of stage, 
possibly using existing stairs behind stage house walls.
· Six inch steel pipe "pin-rail" in place of upper guardrail at stage right 
gallery upper guard rail with 1" holes on 1'-0" centers top and bottom, on 
one side of stage to match existing "pin-rail" on the other side.
· Assessment and possible replacement of existing wood side gallery 
floors with plywood, steel grate or checkered plate.
· Spiral stair access from side gallery up to gridiron level.
Lighting Positions

CFN FA

48,600.0 

360

FFN FMP

1 LS

$65,000

3,507,000.0 $1,052,100

SF

$63,180

SF

$14,580

25.9 $2,797 $12,121

LS

CFN FA

1 $4,559,100

25.0 $15,0002000FFN FMP
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Lighting positions in audience chamber

Statically mounted lighting pipes in the audience chamber on side walls 
and balcony face. Walkable platforming and architectural 
accommodations for creating side lighting cove locations in the
angled walls flanking the stage. Catwalks and tension grid above ceiling 
for front lighting, including alteration to historic ceiling to create
lighting coves not visible from the audience.

Control Rooms

Conversion of existing projection room into a follow spot booth. Front 
wall and projector portals to be replaced by large (4'x12'), high 
transparency window (waterwhite glass by PPG). This room may need to 
be made accessible, which would require a higher ceiling. Construction 
of north control room under the balcony, built out to the existing support 
columns. Rooms would be acoustically isolated from the audience 
chamber and would have operable windows.

FMP 1 LS 100,000.0 $30,000 $130,000FFN

FFN FMP LS 500,000.0 $150,000 $650,0001
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Stage and Backstage

Replace floor with wood build-up stage floor assembly of:
¼” double tempered, painted Masonite hardboard screwed over
2 layers ¾” AC plywood over
2x4 treated sleepers at 24” o.c. over
4” square x ¾” thick Mason Industries “Super W” resilient pads and 
shims over
concrete
· Install or replace smoke vents above the stage, equal to 5% of the 
stage area with manual and automatic means of opening.
· Remove existing fire curtain with possible asbestos abatement 
required.
· Architectural build out to proscenium frame to reduce width below 
threshold where framed fire curtain is required (roughly 50’).
· Create wheelchair access to the lower dressing rooms, utilize existing 
abandoned mechanical shaft, or alternate route.
· Renovate existing lower dressing rooms to create accessible spaces 
and add north makeup counters.
· Add backstage restrooms at existing dressing rooms.
· Create and accessible path between existing lower dressing rooms and 
north orchestra pit lift.
· Create a piano storage room, 75 sq. ft.
· Create orchestra shell storage bay, 150 sq. ft.
· Replace existing gymnasium door with acoustically rated door.

$760,500FFN FMP 3000 SF 195.0 $175,500
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Audience Chamber Accessibility

Replace existing audience floor with north new audience floor. minimum 
1-1/2” thick subfloor with wood, carpet or sheeting topping surface.
· Replace and reconfigure tiered balcony rows to create wider rows, 
wheelchair locations and compliant rear access points
· Construction of audience entry vestibule. The vestibule will exist 
between the existing doors and the north control booth
· Creation of wheelchair accessible location in the rear row of the main 
(orchestra) level
· Replace existing entry ramps at balcony entry vomitories with 1:12 
slope ramp. Create north wheelchair accessible seating at balcony sides 
at equal level with the rear row of the balcony forward seating section
Create north stepped entry to balcony cross aisle
· Construct north code complaint entry/exits in the rear of the balcony. 
Currently there is no landing at the rear doors
· Create accessible path from front row of audience chamber to the 
stage
· Remove existing slab under orchestra pit, excavate and create -13'-0" 
machine pit for pit lift machinery
· Add vestibules at balcony entry points, in existing second floor 
vomitories and existing third floor exit doors

FFN FMP $1,200,00012500 SF 320.0 $5,200,000
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

AV Low-Voltage Conduit system

The low-voltage portion of the AV system will comprise a significant 
amount of EMT conduit. The AV system is divided into five signal 
groups, which each requires its own conduit raceway:
A: Mic Level
B: Line Level
C: Video & Communications Level
D: Loudspeaker Level
E: Empty
As becomes clear, the amount of conduit becomes a significant cost 
factor, and should be accounted for accordingly. While the exact design 
is forthcoming, some general guidelines are shown below:
Stage JB to Booth: 2 home runs, each ~150’ length x 5 conduits, 1.5” 
typical
On stage panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 conduits, 1.5” 
typical
Catwalk / Grid panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 
conduits, 1.5” typical
Miscellaneous Panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 
conduits, 1.5” typical

12500 SFFMPFFN 2.0 $7,500 $32,500
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Electrical and Mechanical

Allowance for mechanical systems in dressing rooms, stage and 
audience chamber. Existing mechanical systems are not in use due to 
disrepair (as reported by staff), (possible displacement system under 
North audience floor).
· Minor service upgrade for electrical from available power on existing 
switchboard.
· Install (N) 100KVA K-13 transformer for AV systems
· Install (N) Isolated Ground systems for AV systems
· Install (N) 500KVA K-13 transformer for production lighting systems
Miscellaneous
Millwork: provide allowance for:
· Make-up counters in green room and dressing/changing rooms.
    

Pull pipe/wire way – 150 linear feet 10” diameter PVC pipe with 12” 
square floor boxes at ends.

Subtotal $14,633,896

Excessive cross slope on public sidewalk

Remove and replace sidewalk and driveway approach to conform with 
existing site concrete.
Cross slope of sidewalk adjacent to snack bar exceeds 2%.

Remove and replace sidewalk as required.
Cross slope of walkway in excess of 5%

Remove and replace walkway to provide accessible path of travel as 
required.

15531 SF 40.0 $186,372 $807,612FFN FMP

$2,860$660

500 SF 22.0 $3,300

CFN

$14,300

100

FA $6,500

FMP 1 LS 50,000.0 $15,000 $65,000

200 SF 25.0 $1,500

FA

FFN

SF 22.0 

CFN FA

CFN

THOMPSON FIELD
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Landings at locker doors and adjacent walkway exceed 2% cross slope.

Remove and replace walkway as required.

Ramps exceed 8.3% slope

Remove and replace ramps as necessary.

Ramp exceeds 8.3% slope - no accessible path from top or bottom of 
ramp

Remove and replace ramp as necessary. Provide accessible path of 
travel.
Drinking fountains do not meet accessibility requirements

Provide accessible drinking fountains.

Locker room building: drinking fountains are noncompliant

Install code-compliant wing wall railing.
Thompson field bleacher ramp: compliant handrails are missing from 
ramp at home bleachers.

Provide compliant handrails.
Thompson field bleachers wood landings and steps: wood is nearing the 
end of its expected performance life.

Replace with aluminum or new wood components.

CFN

CFN FA $8,580

CFN FA $7,800

CFN FA $10,400

CFN FA $114,400

SF 20.0 $7,200

300 SF 22.0 $1,980

200 SF

1,200

1,500.0 $450

EA 400.0 $240

80 LF 100.0 

30.0 $1,800

1 LS 6,000.0 $1,800

CFN FA $1,040

CFN FA $31,200

FA $7,800

CFN

2

$2,400

4,000 SF 22.0 $26,400

1
Ben

chFA $1,950

Locker room building team rooms: accessible shower stall benches are 
broken

Replace with new

1,500.0 $450CFN 1
Ben

chFA $1,950
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Locker room building, typical all toilet rooms: interior wall paint is peeling

Prepare and repaint interior walls.
Locker room building toilet rooms: one toilet room has graffiti on some 
stall partitions

Remove graffiti.
Locker room building: ceramic wall tile in shower rooms damaged in two 
team rooms

Replace damaged tiles to match existing.
Locker room building toilet rooms: two toilet seats broken at hinge

Replace two toilet seats.
Lavatory knee protection missing from all lavatories

Install code-complaint knee protection.

CFN FA $5,200

CFN

$5,850

1,200 SF 5.0 $1,800

CFN FA $3,900

CFN FA $7,800

FA $260

CFN FA $6,500

1 LS 3,000.0 $900

200 SF 20.0 $1,200

CFN FA

2 EA 100.0 $60

15 EA 300.0 $1,350

2,500.0 $1,5002
Roo

ms

Toilet room soap and paper towel dispensers are not installed at ADA 
heights.

Reinstall at proper ADA height - +40 inch to operable part, patch, repair, 
and paint walls.
Toilet room toilet paper dispensers not installed at ADA distance from 
toilet.

Reinstall at proper ADA distance from stall (7-9" from front of toilet) and 
proper height (including new backing and finishes).

Locker rooms: identification signage missing from accessible lockers 
and benches

Install code-complaint signage.

$13,000

CFN FA $6,500

CFN FA $5,200

EA 1,000.0 $3,000

1

CFN FA

4,000.0 $1,200

2,500.0 $1,500

10

2
Roo

ms

LS
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Locker and toilet room door signage: strike side ADA signage missing

Assume install strike side sign at two locations.
No seismic gas valve at gas meter

Install seismic gas valve.
Rusted out outdoor hydronic and domestic storage system: boiler, 
storage tank and appurtenances.

Provide new boiler system for hydronic heating. Remove existing 
domestic water storage tank and provide new tankless instantaneous 
domestic hot water heater i.e.,"Takagi". Provide weather enclosure for 
outdoor boiler equipment and appurtenances.

units 10,000.0 

No exterior emergency lighting provided for emergency egress

Add exterior battery pack fixtures for minimum code coverage.
No telephone system

If telephone service desired, provide new telephone service from utility, 
including telephone switch and distribution equipment, five telephone 
handsets, and five telephone outlets.

5 Sets 2,500.0 

No data systems are provided

If data systems desired, provide new data distribution equipment, 
including fiber optic panels, patch panels, switches and wireless data 
transmitters, and five new data outlets.

1 LS 25,000.0 

CFN FA $26,000

CFN FA $39,000

CFN FA

CFN FA $32,500

$16,250

CFN FA $1,300

CFN FA

2 EA

$9,000

$3,750

$9,360

2 $6,000

30 EA 1,000.0 

500.0 $300

1 units 7,200.0 $2,160

$7,500
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TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Field public address system provided by two pole mounted 
(approximately 30 feet high) exterior speakers, each with four horns. No 
deficiencies were observed.

Depending upon scope of new work, public address system 
improvement may be required.

Paper exit sign observed in restroom/locker building.

Add exit sign with emergency battery pack.

Locker room/toilet room lighting controls consist of local room switches

Replace toggle switches with ultrasonic/infrared room occupancy 
sensors.

Track and field are uneven and at the end of their service life.

Replace track and field with new all-weather surfaces and drainage.

Bleacher seating is inadequate to seat game attendees

Provide additional bleacher seating.

Subtotal $4,323,150

EPN FMP $650,000

EPN FMP $3,250,000

CFN FA $32,500

CFN FA $1,300

1 LS 25,000.0 $7,500

1 EA 1,000.0 $300

CFN FA $10,4008 EA 1,000.0 $2,400

1 LS 2,500,000.0 $750,000

1,000 seats 500.0 $150,000
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Swimming pools are beyond useable lifespan and are in need of 
renovation.

Remove all surfaces and plumbing, resurface, install new tile, provide 
new piping systems.
Pool deck is noncompliant and has numerous slope and crack issues.

Remove and replace concrete deck.
Pool building exterior needs replacement.

Replace all doors with galvanized frames and FRP doors, replace all 
windows with aluminum frames and dual glazing; install new built-up 
roofing with 'cool roof' coating; replace all fascia, trim, and paneling with 
cementitious board materials; paint complete building.
Pool fence, lighting and bleachers are rusted and beyond service life.

Replace all chain-link fencing with galvanized, ply-coated chain link 
mesh, posts, and accessories.
Pool building interior concrete floor is degraded, piping and roof framing 
are exposed, and wall finishes not durable.

Totally renovate with tile walls, epoxy flooring, insulated, dropped ceiling 
with integrated utilities and lighting, new lockers and plumbing fixtures.

Subtotal $3,011,320
TOTAL COSTS   $91,962,055

$21,600 $93,600

CFN FA 1 LS

45.0 $4,320 $18,720

140,000.0 $42,000 $182,000

CFN FA

LS 2,000,000.0 $600,000 $2,600,000

CFN FA

CFN FA 1

CFN FA 1,800 SF 40.0 

90,000.0 $27,000 $117,000

OTHER FACILITIES

1 LS

320 LF
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Qty. Unit

Signage does not meet current code

Update signage with the addition of $250 fine signs. Restripe in 
conjunction with parking lot seal coat work

The ADA sign designating the path of travel has been twisted, indicating 
the wrong direction

Reset pole to restore proper orientation

Metal threshold transitions at these locations are not ADA compliant, in 
that they do not provide a five foot level landing

Remove threshold transitions and approximately 10'x10' section of 
concrete flatwork, and reconstruct with level landing at threshold and 5% 
maximum transition back to existing flatwork on three sides

No level landing at exterior door at media center

Remove and replace flatwork as required to create level landing at door 
and 5% maximum transition back to existing flatwork on three sides

There are joints offset more than 1/4" vertically in the flatwork in this 
area

Grind offset joints to eliminate offset

There are numerous joints in the concrete flatwork offset by more than 
1/4" in this area

Grind offset joints to eliminate the offsets

SITE ISSUES

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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O

R
Y
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U
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E
DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

CFN FA 300 SF 21.6 $1,944 $8,424

$389 $1,685

CFN FA 2 EA 648.0 $389 $1,685

CFN FA 2 EA 648.0 

CFN FA 200 SF 4.3 $258 $1,118

$1,102 $4,774

CFN FA 105 SF 4.3 $135 $587

CFN FA 200 SF 18.4 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Concrete flatwork in this area has cross slopes significantly exceeding 
ADA requirements

Remove all flatwork in this area. Reconstruct upper and lower walks with 
2% maximum cross slope and shorter connecting walkways at no more 
than 8.33%. Any flatwork in excess of 5% requires railings

The slope of the upper ramp is 9.1%

Since the slope of the lower ramp is less than 8.33%, it appears that a 
viable solution would be to remove and replace the flatwork, leaving 
railings in place, to reduce the slope of the upper ramp to not more than 
8.33%, and to increase the slope of the lower ramp to not more than 
8.33%
Existing paving is deteriorating

Fill cracks, seal coat, and restripe

Existing pavement is deteriorated

Edge grind, fill cracks, pavement fabric, and 1.5" minimum overlay

The interconnected nature of the buildings will likely result in a large fire 
area, and correspondingly high required fire flows, which the surrounding 
hydrants may not be able to meet

Consider adding fire sprinklers to existing buildings to reduce required 
fire flow
Existing inlet in bike pen frequently clogs and ponds

Clean small diameter pipes that discharge through curb.  Cut 6" notch 
out of concrete curb next to inlet to provide overland relief

$5,975 $25,893

CFN FA 19,556 SF 2.8 $16,427 $71,184

CFN FA 49,794 SF 0.4 

$11,664 $50,544

CFN FA 960 SF 32.4 $9,331 $40,435

CFN FA 1,200 SF 32.4 

$483,539 $2,095,337

CFN FA 1 LS 2,700.0 $810 $3,510

CFN FA 268,633 SF 6.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

This area drained by one small diameter inlet which is easily clogged, 
flooding lower level

Remove existing inlet and replace with a 24" square inlet with 1/2" 
maximum opening grate
West wing bridge: plaza area trip hazards evident

300 SF
* See ZFA Report for structural bracing;  At Plaza, remove pavement, 
regrade, and replace with concrete pavement 6 Tons

Technical Arts accessible ramp is noncompliant where landing exceeds 
6" to adjacent pavement

Add 6" high concrete curb from hand rail to bottom of landing

Technical Arts exercise gymnasium: exterior classroom door is not 
accessible

Replace steel door frame and install threshold

West wing first floor: small gymnasium is not accessible; east  corridor 
entry is noncompliant to plaza level

Demolish floor and install ramp into gym; redesign existing stairs to 
include accessible ramp with railing
Auditorium building is not accessible at street entry

Apply under historical status for no-ramp retrofit, but must provide 
directional signage at street to accessible entry at east parking lot
Patton Gymnasium: pavement subsidence at entry area to small gym 
creates large pools
Add site drain inlet and regrade, repave area at seat wall/entry area

$450

$12,053

$1,950

CFN FA 7,200.0 $12,960 $56,160

CFN FA 1 LS 1,500.0 

$52,229

CFN FA 1 LS 540.0 $162 $702

CFN FA 240 SF 167.4 

$389 $1,685

CFN FA 1 EA 3,780.0 $1,134 $4,914

CFN FA 40 LF 32.4 

$6,610 $28,642CFN FA 300 SF 73.4 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

No trash enclosure 

Install two three-bin trash enclosure per Health Department standards
No accessible entry at this location; threshold is not ADA compliant

Provide new ADA ramp as required to serve this location. Replace 
threshold with ADA compliant threshold
Broken and sunken concrete - possible sewer lateral trench failure

Remove and replace concrete. Verify sewer line integrity
No accessible entry at this location

Provide new ADA ramp if necessary for access at this location
Raised or separated concrete

Remove and replace concrete walkway
Slopes on existing steel ramp greater than 8.33%

Replace or repair ramp to provide 8.33% maximum slope
Thresholds at two doors area not ADA compliant

Remove and replace existing door threshold
Less than 36" clearance at top of lower ramp, small section of ramp with 
slopes greater than 8.33%

Provide adequate clearance at top of ramp, remove and replace section 
of ramp to provide 8.33% maximum slope
Walkway with cross slopes exceeding 2%

Remove and replace walkway with code compliant path of travel

2 LS

1 LS 15,000.0 

100 SF 23.8 

1 LS 15,000.0 

150 SF 23.8 

1 LS 4,000.0 

CFN FA $4,500 $19,500

CFN FA $1,069 $3,564

CFN FA 21,600.0 $12,960 $56,160

$4,500

CFN FA $810 $3,510

CFN FA $14,280 $61,880

1 LS 2,700.0 

2,000 SF 23.8 

CFN FA $5,200

CFN FA $650

CFN FA $713 $2,376

CFN FA $19,500

$1,200

$1502 EA 250.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Slopes greater than 5% without handrails

Provide ADA path of travel with slopes less than 5% or code compliant 
ramp with handrails
Landing at door greater than 2% slope - non-compliant door threshold

Remove and replace landing and threshold with ADA compliant
No accessible entry at this location

Provide new ADA ramp if necessary for access at this location
Ramp with slopes greater than 11%

Remove ramp and extend length of ramp to provide 8.33% maximum 
slope with handrails 
Non-compliant ramp, inadequate clearance at door

Remove existing ramp and construct code compliant access as required 
to lower classrooms
Ramp with slopes greater than 8.33% and cross slopes greater than 2%

Removed and replace ramp with code compliant ramp
Noncompliant door thresholds at 6 locations

Remove and replace door threshold with ADA compliant
Slopes on path of travel greater than 5% without handrails

Provide handrails or removed walkway and replace with POT less than 
5% slope.

SF 23.9 

1 LS 15,000.0 

200 SF 22.0 

6 LS 250.0 

200 SF 22.0 $1,320

2 LS 16,200.0 

300

CFN FA $2,025 $8,775

CFN FA $571 $2,475

27.0 

80 SF 23.8 

250 SF

CFN FA $4,500 $19,500

CFN FA $1,320 $5,720

CFN FA $9,720 $42,120

CFN FA $2,151 $9,321

CFN FA $5,720

CFN FA $450 $1,950
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Concrete joints with greater than 1/4" offset

Remove and replace section of walkway

Accessible parking stalls with inadequate back up distance, slopes 
greater than 2%, faded or out of compliance pavement markings

Relocate accessible parking to a location that provides backup space 
and slopes less thank 2% in any direction. Provide current signage and 
striping
Pavement cracked and worn requiring maintenance

Seal cracks in asphalt paving and provide slurry seal to entire surface 
Restripe as necessary
No fire hydrants observed on south side of historic high school

Extend fire line to provide fire hydrants along fire access routes
No outdoor eating/gathering spaces exist on campus; café/student union 
to be located at technical arts building
Develop outdoor dining plaza to south of Technical Arts building in 
conjunction with new café/student union (see technical arts building)

Outdoor areas are isolated and enclosed, with no central spaces or 
defined circulation routes; pedestrian traffic crosses parking lot at 
Walnut Street, and has no defined crosswalk

Demolish existing health classroom (former boys' locker room) at Patton 
Gym, preserve historic façade at west end; develop plaza with outdoor 
performance stage, landscaping and paving; develop pedestrian 
boulevard along Alameda Avenue spine, with reconfigured driveway and 
crossing at Walnut Street; develop central quad around existing 
memorial grove adjacent to academic building

1 LS 1,000.0 

20,000 SF 3.0 

LF400 150.0 

SF 70.0 

16 SF 20.0 $96

$300

$18,000

CFN FA $18,000 $78,000

CFN FA $78,000

CFN FA

$1,522,500 $6,597,500FFN FMP 72500

SF 104.0 $180,960 $784,160EPN FMP 5800

$416

CFN FA $1,300
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing play fields are in poor condition and poorly configured in relation 
to site and buildings

Renovate and reconfigure play fields
Subtotal $12,385,008

Roof: BUR roofing at end of service life, except technical arts and 
academic buildings

Replace all roofing, scuppers, drains, caps and flashings except at 
technical arts and academic
All building exteriors: painted finish is deteriorated 

Reseal and repaint all exterior walls, trims, fascia, etc.

Exterior windows have reached end of service life

Replace all remaining windows not listed in items #1, 2, and 4 (science, 
gym/lockers, auto shop, wings 600 and 700) 

BUILDING SCOPE TYPICAL CAMPUS WIDE

44,000 SF

3,500 SF

28
lea

ve
s

FFN FMP 74345

CFN FA 87.0 $91,350 $395,850

17.3 $378,870 $1,641,770

CFN FA 3.4 $44,880 $194,480

SF 22.0 $490,674 $2,126,254

CFN FA 73,000 SF

CFN FA 4,752.0 $39,917 $172,973
Exterior doors have reached end of service life

Replace all exterior doors with metal frame and FRP door
All slab on grade (SOG) concrete floors: excessive moisture impedes 
flooring bond

Prior to installing new flooring, strip/etch concrete and apply vapor 
barrier
Classrooms/corridors/miscellaneous flooring is at end of service life

Replace all flooring with resilient flooring and walk-off entry carpet mats

28

86,000 SF

75,000 SF

lea
ve

s

CFN FA 5.9 $132,750 $575,250

CFN FA 10.5 $270,900 $1,173,900

CFN FA 4,752.0 $39,917 $172,973
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

All corridors, hallways and gymnasium walls: damaged and patched 
gypsum wallboard.

Replace with 'high-impact' wallboard and 8-foot corner guards.
Interior walls: paint/wall covering at end of service life

Repaint all interiors campus-wide
Student Lockers: most are in need of repairs at hinges and latches

Replace with District standard Pemco lockers

Subtotal $6,988,870

Z-flash at second floor rib and leaks at roof scupper downspouts 

Investigate reglet detail and replace flashing overall

Roofing membrane developing blisters

Investigate with Garland Company for cause and remedy
Library/media center is dated, poorly configured, lacks adequate space 
and suffers from lack of acoustic separation between uses

Remodel and modernize library/media center to include adjacent TV 
studio spaces; provide lecture, reading, stack, office, breakout and 
computer spaces with glazed interior partitions; provide office space for 
college and career counseling
Existing classrooms are undersized and in need of modernization

Reconfigure and modernize classrooms on north side of academic 
building to provide standard sizes and breakout spaces, including power, 
data, HVAC and other system upgrades

Subtotal $12,441,803

ACADEMIC BUILDING

CFN FA 702.0 $421,200 $1,825,200

CFN FA 2.8 $151,949 $658,447

CFN FA 6.0 $81,000 $351,00045,000 SF

180,892 SF

2,000 EA

$633,600 $2,745,600EPN FMP 8,800 SF 240.0 

$256,905 $1,113,255CFN FA 49,500 SF 17.3 

CFN FA 140 LF 16.2 $680 $2,948

$1,980,000 $8,580,000EPN FMP 30,000 SF 220.0 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Roofing membrane developing blisters

Investigate with Garland Company for cause and remedy
Technical arts building corridor drink fountain is noncompliant

Add pipe rails
Existing cafeteria is dated, poorly located and does not meet current 
accessibility or health codes

Construct new café/student union in former shop building (currently used 
as weight room) with kitchen, dining, performance and assembly 
functions. Provide new glazing and roll-up doors to serve outdoor dining 
plaza
At existing classroom spaces (except media lab) finish materials are at 
end of service life; campus lacks career technical instruction spaces 

Remodel and modernize classroom spaces at technical arts building 
(except newer media lab) with spaces for career technical and special 
day classrooms

Subtotal $5,345,034

West wing bridge is experiencing corrosion and paint deterioration on all 
railings and is missing second floor handrail

Replace all stair railings

TECHNICAL ARTS BUILDING

HAHS - WEST WING

CFN FA 243.0 $73 $316

$481,028CFN FA 21,389 SF 17.3 $111,007

Pair1

SF 230.0 $669,990 $2,903,290

CFN FA 100 LF

SF 260.0 $452,400 $1,960,400

EPN FMP 9710

EPN FMP 5800

162.0 $4,860 $21,060
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

West wing bridge egress stair is not structurally compliant; suffers rebar 
corrosion and concrete spalling

Replace stair with new compliant design; use specialty epoxy concrete 
repair 
West wing bridge terrazzo and concrete steps deteriorating

Repair or replace treads
West wing loading dock has functional issues and stair damage

Reconfigure to remove loading dock, capture interior space

West wing east elevation; rails non compliant;  north/south elevations: all 
rails have excessive corrosion with deterioration

East elevation: replace with 12" extension rails beyond first riser;  
north/south: prepare, treat corrosion, and repaint all railings
West wing north elevation: second floor entry clerestory glass is 
damaged; with mismatched glazing replacement

Replace with tempered glazing to match adjacent field

West wing: first floor ceiling damage; concrete pedestal trip hazard

Confirm leak is repaired and repair area, or replace with entire new 
corridor ceiling;  Install new District standard lockers on pedestal or 
demo and replace concrete floor.
West wing second floor: some lockers and curb tiles damaged/missing 

Replace curb tile. Repair lockers until replacement with new District 
standard lockers 66 Lo

ck
ers 405.0 

$16,708

CFN FA 144 SF 15.1 $652 $2,827

CFN FA 14 CY 918.0 $3,856

$311 $1,347

CFN FA 6.9 $23,205 $100,554

CFN FA 40 SF 25.9 

$6,480 $28,080

CFN FA 124 LF 81.0 $3,013 $13,057

CFN FA 1 LS 21,600.0 

11,210 SF

$34,749CFN FA $8,019

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-48
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

West Wing third floor: some skylight glazing damage

Investigate skylight for service life before glass replacement
224 SF

16
lea

ve
s

CFN FA 45.4 $3,051 $13,220

CFN FA $7,200 $31,200
Door hardware at entries not compliant with current code standards

Replace door hardware at all exits 1,500.0 
16

lea
ve

s

180
Squ

are
s

$403,650

CFN FA $7,200 $31,200

CFN FA $93,150

Interior spaces show signs of potential roof leakage (ceiling tile staining, 
wall staining and peeling finishes)

Replace roof 1,725.0 
Hydronic systems are old and inefficient with poor zone control. District 
has requested complete removal of all boiler systems within project 
areas

Remove boilers, all convectors, wall radiators, controls, piping 
completely. 18,000 sq. ft. 3.0 

Replace with ductless spilt heat pumps system with heat recovery, i.e. 
Daikin VRV for independent zone control throughout with DDC controls 100 ton 7,000.0 

Existing cafeteria is dated, poorly located, has nonfunctioning 
equipment, abandoned piping and does not meet current accessibility or 
health codes

Locate new café/student union in former shop building - repurpose 
existing cafeteria, kitchen, snack bar, teacher dining, and associated 
storage areas into new classrooms, break out spaces and offices
Existing classrooms, small gym spaces and theater finishes are beyond 
service life

Modernize all interior spaces 
Subtotal $13,708,052

180
Squ

are
s

7,600 SF

36,400 SF

$2,667,600

EPN FMP 200.0 $2,184,000 $9,464,000

CFN FA $210,000 $910,000

EPN FMP 270.0 $615,600

$403,650CFN FA $93,150

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-49
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Historic Alameda is not Field Act compliant.  Significant structural work 
is required for occupancy

See previous order of magnitude cost estimate

HAHS - CENTRAL WING

1 LS $4,370,635 

16
lea

ve
s 1,500.0 CFN FA $7,200 $31,200

CFN FA $1,311,191 $5,681,826

Door hardware at entries not compliant with current code standards

Replace door hardware at all exits

Squ
are

s

16
lea

ve
s 1,500.0 CFN FA $7,200 $31,200

CFN FA $42,435 $183,88582 1,725.0 

Interior spaces show signs of potential roof leakage (ceiling tile staining, 
wall staining and peeling finishes)

Replace roof

Hydronic systems are old and inefficient with poor zone control. District 
has requested complete removal of all boiler systems within project 
areas

Remove boilers, all convectors, wall radiators, controls, piping 
completely. 47,100 SF 3.0 

Replace with ductless spilt heat pumps system with heat recovery, i.e. 
Daikin VRV for independent zone control throughout with DDC controls 235 ton 6,500.0 

Central Building - existing second and third floor classrooms are dated 
and have accessibility issues

Modernize all central wing classrooms, including finishes, power, data, 
HVAC, and other systems

Squ
are

s

16,400 SF 200.0 FMP $984,000 $4,264,000

CFN FA $42,435 $183,885

CFN FA $458,250 $1,985,750

EPN

82 1,725.0 

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-50
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Central building - administration to relocate to HAHS main entry in option 
2 scenario

Modernize central wing administration areas, extending administration 
into adjacent central-east wing, including finishes, power, data, HVAC, 
and other systems
Central building - health center to relocate to HAHS main entry in option 
2 scenario

Modernize and reconfigure central-west wing, adjacent to administration 
area, to provide new health reception, offices, examination and storage 
spaces, including finishes, casework, power, data, HVAC and other 
systems
Central-west wing (former library) - existing spaces are dated and have 
accessibility issues

Modernize and reconfigure entire central west wing to create 
classrooms, with breakout spaces, including finishes, casework, power, 
data, HVAC and other systems
Central-East wing - existing classroom spaces are dated and have 
accessibility issues

Modernize entire central-east wing,  including finishes, casework, power, 
data, HVAC, and other systems

Subtotal $25,477,589

8,200 SF 240.0 

1,600 SF 250.0 

19,600 SF 220.0 

16,248 SF 220.0 

EPN FMP $1,293,600 $5,605,600

$120,000 $520,000

EPN FMP $590,400 $2,558,400

EPN FMP

EPN FMP $1,072,368 $4,646,928

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-51
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Historic Alameda is not Field Act compliant. Significant structural work is 
required prior to occupancy

See previous order of magnitude cost estimate
Existing science classrooms are undersized and at end of service life

Modernize and reconfigure entire East wing to create nine science 
classrooms with prep rooms, and one floor of standard classrooms,  
including finishes, casework, power, data, HVAC, and other systems

Subtotal $12,001,865

Patton Gymnasium: all existing windows wood and steel frame windows 
have reached end of service life

Replace all windows with FRP sash and IGU tempered glazing

Patton Gymnasium: roll-up door jamb and header damaged and 
deteriorating

Repair wall framing/install new metal jamb and header, and new roll-up 
door
Patton Gymnasium: 84 year old interior finishes are beyond service life

Remove all radiators, piping, miscellaneous items from brick walls; 
install furring and GWB; repaint 
Patton Gymnasium: ceiling insulation is delaminating

Remove, replace with insulated, acoustic ceiling

Patton Gymnasium: hardwood floor is moisture damaged at end of 
service life

HAHS - EAST WING

GYMNASIUM BUILDINGS

10,900 SF

CFN FA 1

EPN FMP

LS $3,605,644 $1,081,693 $4,687,337

$1,687,968 $7,314,52823444 SF 240.0 

CFN FA 10.5 $34,335 $148,785

27,000.0 $8,100 $35,100

CFN FA 10.8 $35,316 $153,036

SF 87.0 $20,880 $90,480

CFN FA 1 LS

10,900 SF

CFN FA 800

CFN FA 23.2 $62,640 $271,4409,000 SF

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-52
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Remove all flooring and replace with new maple cushion floor system

Patton Gymnasium: wood bleachers are splintered and broken

Replace all bleachers with new wood bleachers

Patton Gymnasium: all interior doors are wood and at end of service life

Replace all interior doors with galvanized metal frames, and FRP doors 
throughout
Patton Gym: sports medicine in old locker room

Demolish to create plaza (see Site #S-26)

Patton Gymnasium: former weight room in old girls locker room 

Repurpose space into new weight room and exercise gym; remove all 
piping, radiators;  replace ceiling with insulated, acoustic ceiling, replace 
walls with hi-impact GWB; install cushioned athletic flooring; repaint 
complete; install new light fixture
Patton Gymnasium: exercise gym toilets are beyond service life 

Remove existing fixtures and finishes complete, replace with tile walls, 
epoxy flooring, new fixtures, partitions, accessories, and lighting

Excessive moisture infiltration at brick wall plaster veneer. 

Strip all paint finish to base plaster and treat with Zypex sealer, repaint

CFN FA 4,752.0 $21,384 $92,664

CFN FA 64,800.0 $19,440 $84,240

 

1 LS

15 EA

CFN FA 216.0 $12,960 $56,160

CFN FA 162.0 $72,900 $315,900

CFN FA 135.0 $81,000 $351,0002,000 SF

1,500 SF

200 SF

CFN FA 11.9 $49,266 $213,48613,800 SF

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-53
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

New Gymnasium east and north elevation: shear cracking in cast in 
place walls  

Investigate for subsidence; repair using specialty concrete epoxy 
contractor.
New Gymnasium entry: faded paint and corrosion at piping, frame, roof 
deck, fixtures and equipment 

Prepare and repaint metal work
New Gymnasium roof: roof leaks at metal roof joints, 20' from south and 
west walls 

Reseal lap joints at standing seam metal roof

New Gymnasium entry: faded and deteriorated wall paint

Prepare and repaint 

New Gymnasium - boys' toilet room: urinal toilet leakage/ wall and floor 
deterioration

Replace fixtures, cleanout locations and rebuild plumbing wall, Install tile 
wainscot and epoxy floor covering
New Gymnasium - boys' locker room: many broken lockers; dingy, faded 
walls, deteriorated concrete floor

Remodel locker rooms, paint walls, replace lockers, add tile wainscot, 
Solatube daylighting, and epoxy flooring
New Gymnasium - girls' locker room: dingy walls and stained concrete 
flooring

Remodel locker rooms, paint walls, replace lockers, add tile wainscot, 
Solatube daylighting, and epoxy flooring

CFN FA 5.4 $2,592 $11,232

CFN FA 8.6 $17,028 $73,7886,600 SF

1,600 SF

CFN FA 32.8 $11,808 $51,168

CFN FA 4.3 $1,548 $6,708

CFN FA 4.3 $17,286 $74,90613,400 SF

1,200 SF

1,200 SF

CFN FA 35.6 $12,816 $55,536

CFN FA 59.7 $54,912 $237,9523,066 SF

1,200 SF

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-54
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

New Gymnasium west exit corridor: deteriorated wall board, doors and 
exposed electrical box

Remove electrical box, repair walls, prepare and repaint, and install 8' 
corner guards
Public address and acoustics at the New Gymnasium are poor

Provide new public address/audio system and install acoustical 
treatment

Subtotal $2,481,917

Kofman Auditorium has not had a formal structural review performed

Suggest Review of Kofman Auditorium
Kofman Auditorium facade: cast stone, terrazzo and other surface 
damage

Restore cast stone, bronze work, windows, doors and hardware
Kofman Auditorium second floor exit stairs have excessive corrosion 
and noncompliant guardrails

Replace stairs, guardrail, and handrail in entirety
Kofman Auditorium first floor west egress: there is no accessible 
entry/egress on East elevation.  *(Per ZFA Seismic Report, this exit to 
be blocked)

Reconstruct stair to accessible ramp
Kofman Auditorium first floor Lobby: some plaster damage and paint 
scaling in lobby

Investigate cause and repair plaster; repaint

 KOFMAN AUDITORIUM

CFN FA 8.6 $3,839 $16,6361,488 SF

CFN FA 156.6 $425,075 $1,841,992

SF 10.0 $32,700 $141,700

CFN FA $10,000

EPN FMP 10900

1 $10,000

9,048 SF

CFN FA 43.2 $10,368 $44,928

CFN FA 97.2 $11,664 $50,544

CFN FA 70,200.0 $42,120 $182,5202 Stairs

400 SF

800 SF

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-55
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Kofman Auditorium second floor corridor: no accessible drink fountain; 
exposed wall pipe; broken lockers; and ceiling tile delamination 

Replace drinking fountain with accessible fountain; replace lockers with 
new District standard, and repair wall and ceiling tiles
Kofman Auditorium: third floor corridor; no accessible drink fountain;  
dim lighting

Replace drinking fountain with accessible fountain; add Solatube sky 
lighting (includes all related infrastructure)
Kofman Auditorium balcony: no accessible seating from second or third 
level; stage lighting poles not seismic braced

Reconfigure platform for more depth to allow wheelchair seating; 
structurally design lighting - see audience chamber accessibility, below

Kofman Auditorium balcony second floor: no handrail and needs 
minimum floor lighting during performance

Confirm ramp is less than 8.33%, add handrails and strip lighting -  see 
audience chamber accessibility, below
Theater production systems are obsolete and at end of service life

Provide new production rigging, orchestra pit lift, production lighting and 
controls, drapes, AV systems, and seating refurbishment

CFN FA 48,600.0 $14,580 $63,180

CFN FA 9,180.0 $2,754 $11,934

CFN FA 11.9 $33,915 $146,9659,500 SF

1 LS

1 LS

LS 3,507,000.0 $1,052,100 $4,559,100FFN FMP 1

CFN FA 25.9 $2,797 $12,121360 SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Production systems accommodation

Gridiron: walk-able steel structure at the top of the fly tower capable of 
supporting rigging loads of ~2000#/foot of stage depth (front to back of 
the stage) with a 50% diversity.
New access from stage to first gallery level on each side of stage, 
possibly using existing stairs behind stage house walls.
· Six inch steel pipe "pin-rail" in place of upper guardrail at stage right 
gallery upper guard rail with 1" holes on 1'-0" centers top and bottom, on 
one side of stage to match existing "pin-rail" on the other side.
· Assessment and possible replacement of existing wood side gallery 
floors with plywood, steel grate or checkered plate.
· Spiral stair access from side gallery up to gridiron level.
Lighting Positions
Lighting positions in audience chamber

Statically mounted lighting pipes in the audience chamber on side walls 
and balcony face. Walkable platforming and architectural 
accommodations for creating side lighting cove locations in the
angled walls flanking the stage. Catwalks and tension grid above ceiling 
for front lighting, including alteration to historic ceiling to create
lighting coves not visible from the audience.

FFN FMP 2000

LS 500,000.0 $150,000 $650,000

SF 25.0 $15,000 $65,000

FFN FMP 1

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-57
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Control Rooms

Conversion of existing projection room into a follow spot booth. Front 
wall and projector portals to be replaced by large (4'x12'), high 
transparency window (waterwhite glass by PPG). This room may need to 
be made
accessible, which would require a higher ceiling. Construction of north 
control room under the balcony, built out to the existing support columns. 
Rooms would be acoustically isolated from the audience chamber and 
would have operable windows.

FFN FMP 1 LS 100,000.0 $30,000 $130,000

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-58
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Stage and Backstage

Replace floor with wood build-up stage floor assembly of:
¼” double tempered, painted Masonite hardboard screwed over
2 layers ¾” AC plywood over
2x4 treated sleepers at 24” o.c. over
4” square x ¾” thick Mason Industries “Super W” resilient pads and 
shims over
concrete
· Install or replace smoke vents above the stage, equal to 5% of the 
stage area with manual and automatic means of opening.
· Remove existing fire curtain with possible asbestos abatement 
required.
· Architectural build out to proscenium frame to reduce width below 
threshold where framed fire curtain is required (roughly 50’).
· Create wheelchair access to the lower dressing rooms, utilize existing 
abandoned mechanical shaft, or alternate route.
· Renovate existing lower dressing rooms to create accessible spaces 
and add north makeup counters.
· Add backstage restrooms at existing dressing rooms.
· Create and accessible path between existing lower dressing rooms and 
north orchestra pit lift.
· Create a piano storage room, 75 square feet
· Create orchestra shell storage bay, 150 square feet
· Replace existing gymnasium door with acoustically rated door

SF 195.0 $175,500 $760,500FFN FMP 3000

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-59
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Audience Chamber Accessibility

Replace existing audience floor with new audience floor. minimum 1-1/2” 
thick subfloor with wood, carpet or sheeting topping surface
· Replace and reconfigure tiered balcony rows to create wider rows, 
wheelchair locations and compliant rear access points
· Construction of audience entry vestibule. The vestibule will exist 
between the existing doors and the north control booth
· Creation of wheelchair accessible location in the rear row of the main 
(orchestra) level
· Replace existing entry ramps at balcony entry vomitories with 1:12 
slope ramp. Create north wheelchair accessible seating at balcony sides 
at equal level with the rear row of the balcony forward seating section
Create north stepped entry to balcony cross aisle
· Construct north code complaint entry/exits in the rear of the balcony. 
Currently there is no landing at the rear doors
· Create accessible path from front row of audience chamber to the 
stage.
· Remove existing slab under orchestra pit, excavate and create -13'-0" 
machine pit for pit lift machinery
· Add vestibules at balcony entry points, in existing second floor 
vomitories and existing third floor exit doors

FFN FMP 12500 SF 320.0 $1,200,000 $5,200,000

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-60
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

AV Low Voltage Conduit system

The low-voltage portion of the AV system will comprise a significant 
amount of EMT conduit. The AV system is divided into five signal 
groups, which each requires its own conduit raceway:
A: Mic Level
B: Line Level
C: Video & Communications Level
D: Loudspeaker Level
E: Empty
As becomes clear, the amount of conduit becomes a significant cost 
factor, and should be accounted for accordingly. While the exact design 
is forthcoming, some general guidelines are shown below:
Stage JB to Booth: 2 home runs, each ~150’ length x 5 conduits, 1.5” 
typical
On stage panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 conduits, 1.5” 
typical
Catwalk / Grid panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 
conduits, 1.5” typical
Miscellaneous Panels to JB: 6 panels, each with ~50’ length x 5 
conduits, 1.5” typical

SF 2.0 $7,500 $32,500FFN FMP 12500

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan AHS-61
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Electrical and Mechanical

Allowance for mechanical systems in dressing rooms, stage and 
audience chamber. Existing mechanical systems are not in use due to 
disrepair (as reported by staff), (possible displacement system under 
north audience floor).
· Minor service upgrade for electrical from available power on existing 
switchboard.
· Install (N) 100KVA K-13 transformer for AV systems
· Install (N) Isolated Ground systems for AV systems
· Install (N) 500KVA K-13 transformer for production lighting systems.

Miscellaneous

Millwork: provide allowance for:
· Make-up counters in green room and dressing/changing rooms.
· Counters in control booths.
Pull pipe/wire way – 150 linear feet 10” diameter PVC pipe with 12” 
square floor boxes at ends

Subtotal $14,633,896

Excessive cross slope on public sidewalk

Remove and replace sidewalk and driveway approach to conform with 
existing site concrete
Cross slope of sidewalk adjacent to snack bar exceeds 2%

Remove and replace sidewalk as required

THOMPSON FIELD

FFN FMP 15531

LS 50,000.0 $15,000 $65,000

CFN FA $6,500

SF 40.0 $186,372 $807,612

FFN FMP 1

200 SF 25.0 $1,500

CFN FA $2,860100 SF 22.0 $660
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Cross slope of walkway in excess of 5%

Remove and replace walkway to provide accessible path of travel as 
required.
Landings at locker doors & adjacent walkway exceed 2% cross slope

Remove and replace walkway as required.
Ramps exceed 8.3% slope

Remove and replace ramps as necessary.

Ramp exceeds 8.3% slope - no accessible path from top or bottom of 
ramp

Remove and replace ramp as necessary. Provide accessible path of 
travel
Drinking fountains do not meet accessibility requirements

Provide accessible drinking fountains

Locker room building: drinking fountains are non complaint

Install code compliant wing wall railing
Thompson field bleachers: ramp: compliant handrails are missing from 
ramp at home bleachers.

Provide compliant handrails
Thompson field bleachers: wood landings and steps: wood is nearing 
the end of its expected performance life 

Replace with aluminum or new wood components

1,200 SF 20.0 $7,200

300 SF 22.0 $1,980

200 SF 30.0 $1,800

1 LS 6,000.0 $1,800

2 EA 400.0 $240

CFN FA $7,800

CFN FA $7,800

CFN FA $31,200

CFN FA $8,580

CFN FA $14,300500 SF 22.0 $3,300

CFN FA $114,400

CFN FA $1,040

CFN FA $10,40080 LF 100.0 $2,400

4,000 SF 22.0 $26,400
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Locker room building: team rooms: accessible shower stall benches are 
broken

Replace with new
Locker room building: typical all toilet rooms: interior wall paint is peeling

Prepare and repaint interior walls
Locker room building: toilet rooms: one toilet room has graffiti on some 
stall partitions

Remove graffiti 
Locker room building: ceramic wall tile in shower rooms damaged in two 
team rooms

Replaced damaged tiles to match existing 
Locker room building: toilet rooms: two toilet seat broken at hinge

Replace two toilet seats with new 
Lavatory knee protection missing from all lavatories

Install code complaint knee protection

1
Ben

ch 1,500.0 $450

1,200 SF 5.0 $1,800

1 LS 3,000.0 $900

200 SF 20.0 $1,200

2 EA 100.0 $60

CFN FA $7,800

CFN FA $3,900

CFN FA $1,950

CFN FA $5,850

CFN FA $6,500

CFN FA $5,200

CFN FA $260

15 EA 300.0 $1,350

2
Roo

ms 2,500.0 $1,500

Toilet room soap and paper towel dispensers not installed at ADA 
heights

Reinstall at proper ADA height - +40" to operable part
Toilet room toilet paper dispensers not installed at ADA distance from 
toilet

Reinstall at proper ADA distance from stall (7-9" from front of toilet) and 
proper height

10 EA 1,000.0 $3,000CFN FA $13,000

CFN FA $6,5002
Roo

ms 2,500.0 $1,500
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
AT

EG
O

R
Y

SO
U

R
C

E

DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Locker Rooms: identification signage missing from accessible lockers 
and benches

Install code complaint signage
Locker and toilet room door signage: strike side ADA signage missing

No seismic gas valve at gas meter

Install seismic gas valve
Rusted out outdoor hydronic and domestic storage system: boiler, 
storage tank and appurtenances

Provide new boiler system for hydronic heating. Remove existing 
domestic water storage tank and provide new tankless instantaneous 
domestic hot water heater i.e.,"Takagi".  Provide weather enclosure for 
outdoor boiler equipment and appurtenances.
No exterior emergency lighting provided for emergency egress.

Add exterior battery pack fixtures for minimum code coverage
No telephone system

If telephone service desired, provide new telephone service from utility, 
including telephone switch and distribution equipment, five telephone 
handsets, five telephone outlets
No data systems are provided.

If data systems desired, provide new data distribution equipment, 
including fiber optic panels, patch panels, switches and wireless data 
transmitters, and five new data outlets

1 LS 25,000.0 $7,500

1 LS 4,000.0 $1,200

2 EA 500.0 $300

1 units 7,200.0 $2,160

2 units 10,000.0 $6,000

CFN FA $5,200

CFN FA $16,250

CFN FA $32,500

CFN FA $26,000

CFN FA $39,000

CFN FA $1,300

CFN FA $9,360

30 EA 1,000.0 $9,000

5 sets 2,500.0 $3,750
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
AT

EG
O

R
Y

SO
U

R
C

E
DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Field public address system provided by two pole mounted 
(approximately 30' high) exterior speakers, each with four horns. No 
deficiencies were observed

Depending upon scope of new work, public address system 
improvement may be required.
Paper exit sign observed in restroom/locker building

Add exit sign with emergency battery pack
Locker room/toilet room lighting controls consist of local room switches

Replace toggle switches with ultrasonic/infrared room occupancy 
sensors
Track and field are uneven and at end of service life.

Replace track and field with new all-weather surfaces 
Bleacher seating is inadequate to seat game attendees

Provide additional bleacher seating

Subtotal $4,323,150

Swimming pools are beyond useable lifespan and in need of renovation 

Remove all surfaces and plumbing, resurface, install new tile, provide 
new piping systems

Pool deck is non-compliant and has numerous slope and crack issues.

Remove and replace concrete deck.

OTHER FACILITIES

1 LS 25,000.0 $7,500

1 EA 1,000.0 $300

8 EA 1,000.0 CFN FA $10,400

EPN FMP $3,250,000

CFN FA $32,500

CFN FA $1,300

1,000 seats 500.0 $150,000

$2,400

1 LS 2,500,000.0 $750,000

2,000,000.0 $600,000 $2,600,000

EPN FMP $650,000

CFN FA 1 LS

CFN FA 1,800 SF 40.0 $21,600 $93,600
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

CA
TE

G
O

RY

SO
UR

CE

DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Pool building exterior needs replacement.

Replace all doors with galvanized frames & FRP doors, replace all 
windows with aluminum frames and dual glazing; install new built-up 
roofing with 'cool roof' coating; replace all fascia, trim, and paneling with 
cementitious board materials; paint complete building.

Pool fence, lighting and bleachers are rusted and beyond service life.

Replace all chain-link fencing with galvanized, ply-coated chain link 
mesh, posts, and accessories.

Pool Building interior concrete floor is degraded, piping and roof framing 
are exposed, and wall finishes not durable

Totally renovate with tile walls, epoxy flooring, insulated, dropped ceiling 
with integrated utilities and lighting, new lockers and plumbing fixtures.

Subtotal $3,011,320
TOTAL COSTS   $112,798,504

1 LS

320 LF

1 LSCFN FA 90,000.0 $27,000 $117,000

CFN FA 45.0 $4,320 $18,720

CFN FA 140,000.0 $42,000 $182,000
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EHS-1

Encinal High School
210 Central Avenue

Date School Opened:	 	     1950-1953

2013 - 2014 School Year Enrollment:       1,222

Standard Classrooms:	 	 	     53

Modular Classrooms:	 	 	     10

Portable Classrooms:	 	 	       1

Classrooms Used for Other Programs:	       6

Building Area:	 	 	 134,440 sq. ft.

Site Area:	 	 	       21.9 acres

School Data



Originally built in 1950 and 1953, this campus currently serves 1,222 
students in sixty-four classrooms, a media center/library, gymnasium 
with locker rooms, multi-purpose room that also houses a cafeteria 
and kitchen, band/music room, two vocational shops, a swim center, 
and the Junior Jets Middle School. The campus site and buildings 
were extensively modernized in 1991, when Building 200 received 
interior reconfiguration, a seismic upgrade, and a utility upgrade. Wings 
300 and 400 had south-facing windows and HVAC units replaced; 
Building 400W received extensive reconstruction and was renamed the 
Business Wing. New construction in 1991 added the administration 
and science buildings, an accessible elevator tower, and the library/
media center. 

 In 2001, bond funds provided further improvements campus wide, 
including seismic upgrades, restroom upgrades, some new interior 
finishes, and site accessibility upgrades. In 2009, Measure C funds 
added fire alarm upgrades, HVAC repairs campus wide, and extensive 
building reconstruction of the gymnasium, which included complete 
roofing replacement, exterior accessible ramps, interior painting, and 
girl’s locker room  and staff restroom upgrades. In 2005 the Alameda 
Community Learning Center (ACLC) installed five portable classrooms. 
In 2012 ACLC moved out and the Junior Jets moved in.

The student body is anticipated to grow by 331 students by the 
2023-2024 school year.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-2

Encinal High School - Background Information



Many of the building envelopes (roofs, exterior siding, door and windows, etc. ) are nearing or at the 
end of their service life and need repair or replacement.

Many interior finishes (flooring, ceiling tiles, wall tiles, etc.) are at the end of their service life.

Site accessibility is not up to code in many respects due to uneven settlement of exterior pavement .

Mechanical and plumbing infrastructure nearing end of it’s service life.

Lockers at end of their service life.

Portable buildings at end of their service life. 

Parking area lighting levels are inadequate.

Pool building and adjacent pool facilities are in need of modernization.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-3

Encinal High School - Existing Conditions Summary

Facilities Assessment Needs

Junior Jets Middle School growth will require six additional classrooms if enrollment requires.

Eleven new classrooms are needed to replace portables.

Eleven additional classrooms will be needed to house growth in student body by the 2023/2024 
school year.

Many of the remaining classrooms are smaller than the Districts Educational Specification 
Standard,  expanding these will displace an additional 7 classrooms.

Second gymnasium with locker rooms and PE classrooms needed.

Student commons space, STEM space and a computer lab needed.

Performance space including drama and music classrooms needed.

Educational Program Needs

Portion of site south of baseball field fronts on the bay and remains undeveloped.

Vacant property adjacent to west property line

Unique Opportunities



DISTRICT COMMON 
TRENDS COMMON PROPOSED RESPONSE

Safety and Security
Extend perimeter and secondary fencing, improve site lighting, 
provide a clear campus entrance at administration with visual 
connection, and improve parking and vehicular circulation.

Accessibility Improve site accessible paths of travel and building entrances.

Technology Improve wireless coverage and performance, updated audio 
visual and presentation capabilities.

Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, 
Mathematics 

Provide vocational technology classrooms, provide a science, 
technology, engineering and math classroom.

Facilities Infrastructure
Provide a campus energy-management system, replace existing 
heating system equipment, provide performing arts facility, 
provide second gym and locker rooms.

Move the administration offices to the more 
centralized main classroom building, at main 
tree-lined walk.
Provide a centralized student commons. 
Provide a new cafeteria building to replace 
the small, antiquated, and poorly located 
one currently on the site. 
Demolish existing cafeteria building and 
replace with new performing arts facility.
Create a main quad area that is bounded by 
the commons, the gym, and the new 
cafeteria.

Provide a new theater building including art 
and music classroom space.
Provide a second gymnasium building that 
includes locker rooms, a weight room, and 
PE classrooms.
Replace two single story classroom wings 
with a new two-story classroom building to 
absorb current growth and to replace 
portable buildings.
The existing health clinic and 700 wing will 
also be demolished and replaced with a new 
theater.

Encinal High School - Master Plan Summary
Master Plan Features

Proposed Improvements by Trend

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-4

$0

$27,500,000

$55,000,000

$82,500,000

$110,000,000

CFN EPN FFN

Improvements by Category

Critical Facility Needs (CFN)                $10,500,801
Educational Program Needs (EPN)   $107,729,740
Future Facility Needs (FFN)                 $8,283,849



Critical Facility Needs (CFN) 
Replace roofing at end of service life.
Replace old windows.
Repair cracked and failing exterior plaster finish.
Improve site and security lighting throughout site including pool 
deck and parking areas.
Repair leaking sewage lines and fixtures.
Perform code-required accessibility upgrades.
Perform code required fire, life, safety upgrades.
Upgrade phone, clock, bells, speaker and fire alarm systems.
Upgrade power and data distribution systems.
Provide code-compliant lighting within buildings.
Repair drainage problems between classroom wings.
Perform code related improvements to pool equipment.

Educational Program Needs (EPN)
Obtain city and former naval base land next to Encinal High 
School for expansion.
Reconfigure classroom wings to provide larger classrooms to 
meet district standards.
Provide space for additional breakout and resource rooms.
Provide a new STEM lab.
Provide a new vocational/career technical education type 
flexible lab space.
Modernize pool building and adjacent facilities.
Provide second gym.
Improve technology and wifi infrastructure. 
Upgrade science room fixtures and utilities.

Provide additional locker rooms including two PE classrooms.
Relocate existing ROTC classroom.
Provide a new theater building with music and drama 
classrooms.
Reconfigure area between existing gym and media center into 
new student quad.
Provide new entry gates and snack bar/toilet building at 
football field.
Install new artificial turf at ball fields.
Install new track surface with regulation size lanes.
Provide a dance studio.
Relocate library/media center to current administration area 
and enlarge as necessary.
Centralize the administration and enlarge to include all 
necessary guidance and support services.
Provide a new cafeteria/student commons building including a 
staff lounge.
Provide new health center building to replace existing buildings.
Reconfigure parking lots for safer entrances and additional 
parking capacity.
Provide additional bleacher seating in existing gym and football 
field.

Future Facility Needs (FFN)
Provide divider in gym(s).
Provide a new environmental science building at bay front.
Provide expanded bleachers at football field.
Repave parking lots.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-5

Encinal High School - Committee Facilities Improvement Categories
Attendees at the school site meetings provided their recommendation on the priority of improvements within the three categories for use in 
future decision making. These recommendations will be considered along with other factors when scheduling projects as funding becomes 
available.
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Qty. Unit

The landings (concrete flatwork) at the bottom of the various main entry 
stairs are not level as required by code.

Making these compliant requires removal and replacement of concrete 
flatwork at the bottom of the stairs, out to the curb. It appears also 
necessary to remove curb and replace it with a higher curb, so that the 
new flatwork could be placed at 2% maximum cross slope.

A total of four room entry doors in these two wings have 1" to 1 1/2" 
thresholds that transition from the finished floor to the adjoining covered 
walk with short concrete transitions. There are no level landings at the 
doors.

Remove an approximately 10'x10' area of existing flatwork at each door, 
and pour new concrete to form a level landing at the finished floor 
height, out 5 feet then transitioning to adjoining flatwork at 5% 
maximum.  Maintain 4' minimum clear between end of transition to 
covered walk columns. If 4' minimum clear cannot be maintained at 
certain locations, provide transition parallel to building wall.

Landing at bottom of stairs has 6% slope.

Remove concrete landing and 5' of adjoining asphalt. Replace landing at 
2% maximum slope.  Repave to conform at 5% maximum slope.

SITE ISSUES

SF 21.6 

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
A

TE
G

O
R

Y

S
O

U
R

C
E

DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

$2,592 $11,232

CFN FA 1,400

CFN FA 400

SF 17.3 $7,258 $31,450

$3,089CFN FA 100 SF 23.8 $713
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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E
DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Lower ramp has offset joints and 10.9% longitudinal slope.

Remove concrete on lower ramp, intermediate landing, and upper walk.  
Reconstruct lower ramp at 8.33% maximum slope, landing at 2% 
maximum and convert upper walk to ramp with 8.33% maximum slope. 
Add handrails.

Threshold at double entry doors is 1" high, and landing slope exceeds 
2%

Remove approximately 15' of existing flatwork at door. Reconstruct with 
level landing and 5% maximum slope to conform.

Walk along building has 3.5% cross slope.

Remove walk, and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope.

Cross slope of walk along building has 3.2% cross slope.

Remove walk and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope.

The cross slope of this walk along the building is 4.4%

Remove walkway, and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope

Approximately 3/4" thresholds at this one entrance at locker room

Remove approximately 10'x15' section of flatwork at each door, and 
reconstruct to create level landings at doors with transitions back to 
grade in both directions along building, and perpendicular to building.

CFN FA 400 SF 23.8 $2,851 $12,355

$4,423

CFN FA 18.4 $6,610 $28,641.60

CFN FA 90 SF 37.8 $1,021

1,200 SF

$19,094

CFN FA 800 SF 18.4 $4,406 $19,094

CFN FA 800 SF 18.4 $4,406

$4,633CFN FA 150 SF 23.8 $1,069
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Qty. Unit

The landings (concrete flatwork) at the bottom of the various main entry 
stairs are not level as required by code.

Making these compliant requires removal and replacement of concrete 
flatwork at the bottom of the stairs, out to the curb. It appears also 
necessary to remove curb and replace it with a higher curb, so that the 
new flatwork could be placed at 2% maximum cross slope.

A total of four room entry doors in these two wings have 1" to 1-1/2" 
thresholds that transition from the finished floor to the adjoining covered 
walk with short concrete transitions. There are no level landings at the 
doors.

Remove an approximately 10'x10' area of existing flatwork at each door, 
and pour new concrete to form a level landing at the finished floor 
height, out 5 feet then transitioning to adjoining flatwork at 5% 
maximum. Maintain 4 foot minimum clear between end of transition to 
covered walk columns. If 4 foot minimum clear cannot be maintained at 
certain locations, provide transition parallel to building wall.
Landing at bottom of stairs has 6% slope.

Remove concrete landing and 5 feet of adjoining asphalt. Replace 
landing at 2% maximum slope.  Repave to conform at 5% maximum 
slope.

SITE ISSUES

SF 21.6 $2,592 $11,232

SF 17.3 $7,258 $31,450

$3,089

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
AT
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O

R
Y
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U

R
C

E
DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

CFN FA 1,400

CFN FA 400

CFN FA 100 SF 23.8 $713
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Lower ramp has offset joints and 10.9% longitudinal slope.

Remove concrete on lower ramp, intermediate landing, and upper walk. 
Reconstruct lower ramp at 8.33% maximum slope, landing at 2% 
maximum and convert upper walk to ramp with 8.33% maximum slope. 
Add handrails.

Threshold at double entry doors is 1 inch high, and landing slope 
exceeds 2%.

Remove approximately 15 feet of existing flatwork at door. Reconstruct 
with level landing and 5% maximum slope to conform.
Walk along building has 3.5% cross slope.

Remove walk, and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope.
Cross slope of walk along building has 3.2% cross slope.

Remove walk and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope.
The cross slope of this walk along the building is 4.4%

Remove walkway and reconstruct at 2% maximum cross slope.
Approximately 3/4" thresholds at this one entrance at locker room

Remove approximately 10'x15' section of flatwork at each door, and 
reconstruct to create level landings at doors with transitions back to 
grade in both directions along building, and perpendicular to building.
Ramp to double doors has slope of 8.9%

Remove ramp flatwork; reconstruct/lengthen for 8.33% maximum slope.

$4,423

$19,094

$4,633

CFN FA 400 SF 23.8 $2,851 $12,355

CFN FA 18.4 $6,610 $28,642

CFN FA 90 SF 37.8 $1,021

1,200 SF

CFN FA 800 SF 18.4 $4,406 $19,094

CFN FA 800 SF 18.4 $4,406

CFN FA 150 SF 21.6 $972 $4,212

CFN FA 150 SF 23.8 $1,069
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

6% landings at these two doors

Remove 6 foot band of concrete at and between doors along building.  
Replace with level landing at both doors, and transition down to existing 
grade at 5% maximum along building to center conform.
Landing at bottom of stairs is not level.

Remove existing asphalt landing, and replace with 2% maximum landing 
for 5 feet, then transition at 5% maximum to match existing.
Pavement cross slopes in this plaza area generally exceed 2% in all 
directions.

Possible solution would be to remove and replace outer 5 foot band of 
concrete walk to make a pathway with 2% maximum cross slope to 
access most areas in the plaza.
Upper ramp at this location is 9.7%; lower ramp is 7.7%

Remove ramp, and rebuild with 8.33% maximum slopes.
Visitor and gym area parking: pavement is deteriorated.

Fill cracks, edge grind, pavement fabric, minimum 1.5" asphalt overlay, 
and restripe.
Fire lane: pavement has failed.

Grind existing pavement structural section, and reuse at aggregate 
base. Repave with 3 inch minimum asphalt.
Most internal courtyards in main campus are exposed aggregate paving, 
and have numerous instances of vertically offset joints.

Grind to eliminate vertical offset joints where they occur.

550 SF

SF300

$5,616

CFN FA 40 SF 37.8 $454 $1,966

CFN FA 200 SF 21.6 $1,296

$16,988

CFN FA 18.4 $1,652 $7,160

CFN FA 23.8 $3,920

$461,916

CFN FA 8.3 $42,075 $182,325

CFN FA 6.3 $106,596

CFN FA 3.2 $1,944 $8,424

56,400 SF

17,000 SF

2,000 SF
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Courtyard tree wells: roots are heaving concrete paving.

Prune trees and install root barrier.
Courtyard paving: no site drainage inlets at courtyards between wings.

Add site drainage; requires system survey for added tributary area 
increase.
Science wing ramp; exceeds 2% cross-slope, walkway appears to be 
subsiding.

Geotechnical report at this location required; remove pavement, install 
sub-surface drainage at retaining wall, regrade, and re-pave.
Pool deck; one drain inlet exceeds 2% cross-slope; trip hazards at 
drains.

Demolish/replace concrete and drain inlet to not exceed 2% cross slope.

No trash enclosure at this site.

Install a two-bin trash enclosure per Health Department standards.
Pool deck: pool fencing and deck lighting are rusted and the end of their 
service life; bleachers are not code-compliant.

Replace with galvanized poly-coat posts, mesh, and accessories; 
replace pole light with all new fixtures and PVC conduit/boxes; rebuild 
bleachers with polyvinyl seating and new poly-coat railing all around.

Inadequate parking lot lighting. Both street lots and rear football field 
parking is dark, as noted by staff.

Add 16 foot pole mount luminaries with LED lamps.

CFN FA 1,080.0 $5,508 $23,868

CFN FA 129.6 $24,883 $107,827

CFN FA 37,800.0 $11,340 $49,1401 LS

CFN FA 23.8 $9,979 $43,243

CFN FA 16,200.0 $4,860 $21,060

1,400 SF

1 LS

CFN FA 160,000.0 $48,000 $208,000

CFN FA 19,500.0 $93,600 $405,600

1 LS

16 EA

17 EA

640 LF
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Inadequate exterior lighting. Walkways are dark at night, as noted by 
staff.

Add exterior walkway fixtures (includes walk between pool & science).
Inadequate exterior lighting provided at the ticket booth at the football 
field, as noted by staff.

Add exterior walkway fixtures.
Inadequate exterior lighting provided at the front of the gym, as noted by 
staff.

Add exterior wall pack fixtures.
Inadequate exterior lighting provided at swim center pathways to parking 
lot, as noted by staff.

Add exterior wall pack fixtures.
No exterior emergency lighting provided for emergency egress.

Add exterior battery pack fixtures for minimum code coverage.
At football field, theft of copper wire for field lights has occurred three 
times.

Install locking pull box covers.

The campus lacks a central outdoor quad area for student gatherings 
and functions.

Reconfigure the paved area south of the 400 west wing and the existing 
library building into a student quad area, with concrete seat walls, 
landscaping, proper lighting and audio visual infrastructure.

CFN FA 702.0 $12,636 $54,756

CFN FA 702.0 $2,106 $9,126

60 EA

10 EA

CFN FA 702.0 $2,106 $9,126

CFN FA 702.0 $2,106 $9,126

10

10 EA

CFN FA 405.0 $6,075 $26,325

CFN FA 162.0 $583 $2,52712 EA

50 EA

EPN FMP 46.8 $273,257 $1,184,11419,463 SF
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Football field lacks a proper sense of entry, ticket booth, and snack bar 
structures with toilet rooms.

Build a new entry gate, ticket booth building, concessions, and toilet 
buildings; includes new flatwork.
Football field turf is worn and attracts flocks of geese, which becomes 
very problematic.

Replace natural turf with new synthetic turf field.
Existing track surface is at the end of its service life. Lanes may not be 
regulation size.

Replace with new synthetic track surface with properly sized lanes.

3,040 SF

99,385 SF

FFN FMP 500.0 $375,000 $1,625,000

EPN FMP 8.4 $250,451 $1,085,287

EPN FMP 6.4 $61,200 $265,20032,000 SF

EPN FMP 420.0 $383,040 $1,659,840

2,500
se

ats
Football field bleachers are undersized.

Replace with new, larger bleachers with proper accessibility.

Parking lots are congested and traffic backs up on street during drop-off 
and pick-up times.

Reconfigure parking lots at front of school. Provide right turn exits only. 
Repave and restripe.

Student outdoor gathering space lacks shade and rain protection.

Install tensile membrane shade structure.

Subtotal $8,879,195

FFN FMP 500.0 $375,000 $1,625,000

FFN FMP 22.0 $269,979 $1,169,910

2,500
se

ats

40,906 SF

$97,50075,000.0 FFN FMP 1 LS $22,500
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Qty. Unit

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST

C
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Roof: BUR roofing at the end of its service life, except gym.

Replace all roofing, scuppers, drains, caps and flashings. 
All building exteriors: painted finish has deteriorated.

Reseal and repaint all exterior walls, trims, fascia, etc.
Exterior doors have reached the end of their service life.

Replace all exterior doors with metal frame and FRP door.
Exterior windows have reached the end of their service life.

Replace windows.

All slab on grade (SOG) concrete floors: excessive moisture impedes 
flooring bond.

Prior to new flooring, strip/etch concrete, and apply vapor barrier.
All corridors/hallways and gym walls: damaged and patched gypsum wall 
board (GWB).

Replace with 'hi-impact' GWB and 8 foot corner guards.
Interior walls: paint/wall covering at the end of their service life.

Repaint all interiors.
Campus energy management system does not exist.

Add campus wide DDC control and create district standard for energy 
control systems.

$241,558

CFN FA 7,128.0 $106,920 $463,320

CFN FA 3.0 $55,744

CFN FA 12.3 $161,976 $701,897

CFN FA 48.0 $144,000

43,896 SF

$624,000

$447,525

CFN FA 2.8 $84,915 $367,965

CFN FA 3.4 $103,275102,000 SF

102,000 SF

$123,260CFN FA 2.2 $28,44543,896 SF

CFN FA 17.3 $227,162 $984,368

BUILDING SCOPE TYPICAL CAMPUS WIDE (does not include buildings to be demolished)

43,896 SF

62,000 SF

50 EA

10,000 SF
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UNIT
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Add data distribution equipment, including fiber-optic panels, patch 
panels, switches and wireless data transmitters, to accommodate new 
data outlets noted above.

Add data distribution equipment to activate all data outlets.
Inadequate number of emergency egress fixtures were observed.

Add dual head battery packs at egress paths.
In some areas (media center, classrooms, offices) plastic floor 
thresholds used to cover power cables to tables and work stations.

Add power outlets to eliminate use of thresholds.
Telephone based bell/clock/speaker system: existing system is not 
preferred manufacturer. Master clock system is telephone based and is 
not working properly, faulty clocks.

Replace Rauland system with district standard VOIP.
Consolidate all buildings on campus into single security system, with 
new panel in administration.

Provide new security panel, devices and cables to replace existing 
system.
Except in newer construction, administration, science, and media center: 
fixtures appear to be older, with T8 or T12 lamps and magnetic ballasts.

Replace with energy efficient T5 lamp and electronic ballast fixtures.

CFN FA 40,000.0 $12,000 $52,0001 LS

$114,015

FFN FA

18.0 $237,038 $1,027,166

FFN FA 2.0 $26,31143,896 SF

CFN FA 405.0 $6,075 $26,325

CFN FA

50 EA

75 EA 3,785.4 $85,172 $369,077

1.0 $13,169 $57,065

FFN FA

43,896 SF

43,896 SF
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TAKE OFF COST/ 
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Some occupancy sensors observed, local room switches are typical 
classroom and office lighting controls.

Replace toggle switches with ultrasonic/infrared room occupancy 
sensors.

Subtotal $5,621,112

Wing 100/200: south facing windows leak at head jambs and sill.

Redesign detailing and replace all windows; replace loose and damaged 
tiles.
Elevator tower: south wall cement plaster is delaminating from CMU 
wall; excessive moisture penetration through block wall.

Investigate construction details and specifications for recommendation. 
Complete removal is probable. (Allow repairs to finishes and new 
elastomeric coating on CMU).
Wing 100/200: north facing windows: are single pane with steel frame 
and putty. Wings 300, 400, and business are wood sash with putty. All 
are close to end of their service life.

Replace all windows in wings 300-400 with aluminum dual glass units. 

Wing 100/200 student toilets: sinks missing drain line padded boot; no 
accessible soap dispenser (40 inch AFF).

Install padded boots, reset one soap dispenser, repair tiles, and install 
corner guard.
Wing 100/200 student toilets: FRP panels damaged, discolored; 
damaged tiles.

Replace with full wall tile.

CLASSROOMS

CFN FA

CFN FA

16.2 $1,944 $8,424

600 SF

400 SF

48.6 $8,748 $37,908

CFN FA 1,296.0 $1,555 $6,739

CFN FA 34.6 $186,62418,000 SF

4 EA

CFN FA 13.5 $2,430600 SF $10,530

$808,704

FFN FA SF 0.4 $4,978 $21,57043,896

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-17
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TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Wing 100/200: second floor staff toilet sink is noncompliant.

Relocate sink at 24 inch to centerline from wall.
Wing 600 - ceramics room: not accessible sink, and noncompliant door 
clearance.

Relocate water heater; replace sink and plumb for ADA knee clearance; 
reverse door swing and reconfigure wall for ADA clearance.
Wing 600: noncompliant headroom clearance at exhaust hood.

Remove exhaust hood, patch/repaint.

Classroom/corridor flooring at end of service life.

Replace all flooring with resilient flooring, and walk-off entry carpet mat.

100 wing: unit ventilators, McQuay, are in fair-good condition. Science 
labs have original vintage fixtures. Parker Boiler, 1993 and pumps are 
nearing end of design life. Water heater is showing signs of corrosion.

Upgrade science room fixtures, sinks, and faucets. Replace boiler 
systems with rooftop package air conditioning units in all classrooms. 
Remove all piping boilers, pumps, completely throughout.

CFN FA 4,320.0 $1,296 $5,6161 EA

FA 5.4 $45,65328,181 SF

12,400 SF

$7,722

CFN FA 1,620.0 $486 $2,106

CFN FA 5,940.0 $1,7821 LS

1 EA

$197,831

CFN FA 5.9 $22,097 $95,753

CFN

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-18
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

200 wing; the radiant slab heating system has been abandoned and 
replaced with unit ventilators by McQuay. Units are in fair-good 
condition, but inefficient and provide poor zone control without cooling. 
There is no heat in the corridors. Boiler is Parker, 1993 and is reaching 
the end of its useful life.

Replace boiler systems with rooftop package air conditioning units in all 
classrooms. Remove all piping boilers, pumps, completely throughout. 
Increase ventilation in student restrooms. 
Computer classrooms: have ceiling suspended fan coils with rooftop 
condensing units (CU) for cooling. CU's appear to be nearing the end of 
design life, and refrigerant is likely CFC. 

Replace fan coils and condensing units with high efficiency non-cfc 
based equipment.
Suspended fixtures do not have seismic supports and cables to prevent 
sideways shifting.

Add horizontal bracing and diagonal restraint wires per code.

In typical classrooms there is an inadequate number of data outlets.

Provide additional data outlets (4x47 classrooms).

Two-story classroom building appears to be lacking for lateral force 
resisting system in longitudinal direction.

Additional analysis required. Allowance is for analysis only.

CFN FA 4.3 $41,472

CFN FA 378.0 $21,319

CFN FA 1.7 $22,045

CFN FA 6.5 

32,000

CFN FA 0.0 $6,000 $6,000

$95,526

$92,383

$179,712SF

3,000 $5,832 $25,272SF

43,896 SF

188 EA

1 LS

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-19
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing classrooms in the 100/200 wing are below the standard size 
prescribed in the AUSD education specification and CDE.
Remove non-structural walls between classrooms, typical. Install new 
partitions at locations that increase the size of each classroom to 960 sq. 
ft. minimum. Include one smaller recourse/break-out room per floor. 
Typical both floors.
Due to expansion of Junior Jet program, demographic growth, and the 
removal of portables, additional classroom spaces are required. The 
existing single story 300 and 400 wings contain undersized classrooms 
that are in need of modernization and code upgrades. Space is limited 
for additional building foot print.

Demolish existing 300 and 400 classroom wings. Replace with new, two-
story classroom buildings in their place, with properly sized classrooms. 
Include over sized wet and dirty rooms and break-out space on each 
floor for use as art or flex lab spaces (two of each per floor).

Existing science classroom building is in need of modernization.

Modernize the science classroom building (new finishes, fixtures, power 
data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, and new HVAC as 
required by facility assessment).
Portions of the existing 600 wing classroom building has been 
modernized recently but its use is evolving and now currently serves the 
Junior Jets and still contains some rooms that require modernization or 
improvement based on change of use.

Modernize the 600 wing classroom building (new finishes, fixtures, 
power data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, and new HVAC) 
as required by facility assessment.

Subtotal $41,751,565

$2,730,000FFN FMP 10000 SF 210.0 $630,000

EPN FMP 370.0 $6,491,946 $28,131,76658,486 SF

21,600 SF 210.0 $1,360,800 $5,896,800

12501 SF 210.0 $787,563 $3,412,773EPN FMP

EPN FMP

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-20
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Corridor toilets (media & business wing): sewer line leaking in plumbing 
wall

Open up wall, replace all piping and install new fixtures, tile wall, and 
partitions.

Most of the plumbing systems have been modernized and meet current 
ADA requirements.

Waterless urinals, (where occurs) maintenance is lacking, as many of 
the cartridges are in need of replacing. This causes slow drainage and 
odorous rooms. Replace all waterless urinals with ultra low flow urinals, 
0.125gpf.
Toilet rooms are not ADA compliant with old high volume fixtures.  

Replace plumbing fixtures to ADA 1.28gpf toilets, 0.125gpf urinals, 
0.5gpm faucets

200 wing; boys restrooms have waterless urinals, and sensor faucets. 
Both restrooms are very odorous and fixtures show signs of heavy wear. 
Second floor staff restrooms are not modernized and ADA compliant. 

Upgrade staff restrooms to meet ADA, by replacing toilets and 
lavatories. Replace boys and girls plumbing fixtures to ADA, 1.28gpf 
toilets, 0.125gpf urinals, and 0.5gpm faucets.

Subtotal $405,475

RESTROOMS

3,780.0 $11,340 $49,140

CFN FA

CFN FA 13.0 $1,555 $6,739

CFN FA

CFN

129.6 $75,427 $326,851

FA

972.0 $5,249 $22,745

10 EA

18 EA

400 SF

1,940 SF

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-21
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

The existing 700 wing building houses an undersized and antiquated 
cafeteria, staff room, music classroom and ancillary spaces.  

Demolish existing 700 wing building and replace with new cafeteria 
building including warming kitchen, servery, dining areas for students 
and for staff, and storage spaces. Include large open glazed wall that 
faces the new quad.

Subtotal $9,722,232

Gym locker rooms: staff toilet sink is not compliant.

Reconfigure staff toilet room.
Boys locker room; many locker hasps are broken.

Replace with district standard Pemco gym lockers (include girls).

MULTI-PURPOSE BUILDING

GYM BUILDING

EPN FMP 14382

$383,292

121.5 $18,225 $78,975

CFN FA 702.0 $88,452420 EA

500
Sea

tsCFN FA

520.0 $2,243,592 $9,722,232

CFN 130 SFFA 81.0 $3,159 $13,689

SF

Gym bleachers: wood seats are splintering

Replace with new metal or polyvinyl (like American Eagle).
Gym ceiling tile: tiles are delaminating                  

Replace all ceiling tiles.

Gym - ROTC basement: floor and ceiling deterioration

Investigate basement ceiling leaks; replace ceiling tiles and new vinyl 
floor covering.

121.5 $18,225 $78,975500
Sea

tsCFN FA

CFN FA 6.0 $28,080 $121,680

$13,478CFN FA 8.6 $3,110

15,600 SF

1,200 SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Square high bay HID fixtures in gymnasium, 1x4 wraparound 
fluorescents in lockers, 2x4 fluorescents in office, surface square 
dropped lens fixtures in hallways, projection lights at stage with 
suspended 2x4 fluorescent fixtures backstage.

Add new lighting systems and lighting control systems at gym/locker 
rooms/stage.
In gym, inadequate quantity of receptacles, branch circuits faulty

Provide additional receptacles.
Steel transverse moment frames at locker rooms are not to current day 
standards. 

Additional analysis required. Allowance is for analysis only.
Roofing: wood horizontal straight sheathed diaphragm over stage

Install new ply at roof.
Existing locker room buildings is in need of modernization

Modernize the existing locker room buildings (new finishes, fixtures, 
power, data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, and new HVAC) 
as required by facility assessment.

With the addition of the Junior Jets, Encinal High School requires a 
second gym.

Build a new gym.

$3,630,77012695 SF 220.0 $837,870

SF 520.0 $2,283,840 $9,896,640

EPN FMP

EPN FMP 14640

3,300 SF

4,320.0 

CFN FA 27,000.0 $8,100 $35,100

CFN FA 378.0 $3,402 $14,742

1 LS

30 EA

1 LS $1,296 $5,616

CFN FA 5.9 $5,881 $25,483

CFN FA

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-23
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

With the addition of the Junior Jets Encinal High School requires a 
second set of locker rooms to house the middle school component of its 
curriculum. Campus lacks proper physical education classrooms. 
Demolition of portable and modular buildings will displace existing weight 
room.

Build two new locker room wings, including two physical education 
classrooms and a weight room. New building should contain toilet rooms 
and storage spaces.

Gym 'crows nest': lighting and sound control wiring/equipment no longer 
works.

Replace conduit/wiring, and add new lighting/sound controls for stage 
productions.
Gym - ROTC basement classroom: small transformer in closet under 
stage

Remove/replace noncompliant transformer to exterior location.
Existing gym contains a stage that does not meet district standards and 
requires additional bleachers.

Convert stage area to new bleacher seating. (See addition of theater 
building below for stage replacement). Install folding divider wall in gym.

Subtotal $21,528,065

FFN FA

1

FFN FA

FFN FMP

EPN FMP

1 LS

$35,1001 LS

81,000.0 $24,300 $105,300

13660 SF 400.0 $1,639,200 $7,103,200

LS 50,000.0 $15,000 $65,000

27,000.0 $8,100

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-24
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Administration building: south facing window/fascia leaks; ceiling tiles 
damaged and loose. Repair stucco holes and repaint east entry wall.

Redesign detailing and replace all windows; replace loose and damaged 
tiles.

Administration; wall convectors provide heating with hot water, they 
appear to be in good condition, but are old and inefficient with poor zone 
control. District has requested cooling be added to building. No cooling 
in data information technology (IT) room.

Replace all heating hot water systems completely with ductless split heat 
pumps with heat recovery, i.e., Daikin VRV for lower levels, and rooftop 
packaged air conditioning for top floor. Add ductless split air conditioning 
to all data/IT closets.
Existing location of the administration is not at the perceptual main 
entrance of campus, nor does it have good visual supervision or 
connection to the campus. It is also slightly undersized per AUSD 
Education Specifications.

Reconfigure the central portion of the 100/200 building and build an 
addition here to house the necessary administration and student support 
spaces, including clear sense of entry and good visual supervision to the 
entrance as well as back into campus.

ADMINISTRATION

SF 290.0 $1,452,900

65.0 $35,100 $152,100

CFN FA

CFN FA

13.0 $18,274 $79,186

1,800 SF

4,700 SF

$6,295,900EPN FA 16700

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-25
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

The vacated administration building is a newer structure, and is located 
next to parking and adjacent to primary classroom wings, making it a 
good candidate to house the library and media center.

Reconfigure the existing administration building into the library and 
media center. Expand as required to meet AUSD Education 
Specifications for proper size.  

Subtotal $8,561,946

Media center: south facing windows and roof leaks

Replace all ceiling tile.
Media center: combination of wall convectors and unit ventilators that 
are in fair-good condition, but are inefficient and zone control is poor. 
Units are somewhat noisy for this space and water piping sounds as 
though there is air in the lines.

Replace boiler systems, wall convectors, and unit ventilators with rooftop 
package air conditioning units. Remove all piping boilers, pumps, 
completely throughout.
The campus currently lacks a student commons and a science, 
technology, engineering, mathematics (STEM) lab facility. These uses 
would be nicely located in the center of campus.

Reconfigure the existing library media center building into the new 
student commons, STEM lab and computer lab. 

Subtotal $1,926,850

LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER

$1,844,544SF 240.0 $425,664

CFN FA 6.0 $10,440 $45,240

EPN FA 6020 SF 260.0 $469,560 $2,034,760

SF

8,800 SF $37,066CFN FA 3.2 $8,554

EPN FA 5912

5,800

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-26
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Pool building: doors, windows, and paint have reached the end of their 
service life.

Replace all doors with galvanized frames and FRP doors; replace with 
aluminum frame dual glass windows; total repaint exterior.
Pool building: fascia and roofing are at the end of their service life.

Replace with cement board fascia/soffit trim, and 30-BUR roofing with 
cool-roof coating.
Pool building: wall paint, cabinets, lockers, and lighting are at the end of 
their service life.

Replace cabinets, lockers, light fixtures, and repaint all interiors.
Swimming pools are beyond useable lifespan and in need of renovation. 

Remove all surfaces and plumbing, resurface, install new tile, provide 
new piping systems.
Main SWB and Feeders: original equipment/breakers are obsolete and 
beyond service life; maxed out on power and lug space.

Replace in kind; include new underground conduit feeders, sub-panels 
to wings 200, 300, 400, 600, 700 and media center. Increase service 
load size (assume 1200a).

Replace existing main switchboard with new 1200 amp, 277/480volt 
utility service and main switchboard, including five transformers 
(112.5kva, 480vprimary~208volt secondary).

CFN FMP 1 LS 2,000,000.0 $600,000 $2,600,000

OTHER FACILITIES

8,000.0 $9,600 $41,600

CFN FA

CFN FA

6.8 $6,116 $26,501

4 EA

3,020 SF

90.0 $86,400 $374,400CFN FA

CFN FA 1 LS 51,840.0 $15,552

CFN FA 529,200.0 $158,760 $687,960

$67,392

3,200 SF

1 LS
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Replace existing panel boards with new panel boards (42 pole, 100 amp, 
120/208 volt, 3 phase, with transient voltage surge suppression) and 
new feeder from switchboard.

Existing aquatic center building is in need of modernization.

Modernize the aquatic center building (new finishes, fixtures, power, 
data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, and new HVAC) as 
required by facility assessment.

There is a health clinic on campus that is housed in buildings that are 
past their service life.

Demolish the existing buildings. Build new health clinic wing onto the 
new theater building. The health clinic will have its own facade and 
entrance separate from the theater.

The campus lacks a proper theater, music and drama classroom space.

Build a new theater building that includes seating for 400-500, stage, 
greenroom, storage and stage craft space, toilet rooms, lobby, and 
music and drama classrooms.
Siemens panel is not preferred manufacturer. Problems with false 
alarms and trouble signals. Exterior sensors/devices are corroded.

Replace fire alarm panel with district preferred manufacturer (Firelite).

FFN FA 7,020.0 $2,106

EA 3,629.6 $27,222 $117,963

$9,126

$20,312,760

CFN FA 25

FMP 3267 SF 400.0 $392,040 $1,698,840

EPN FMP 28530 SF 26.0 $222,534

EPN FMP 26042 SF 600.0 $4,687,560

$964,314

EPN

1 EA
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Siemens panel is not preferred manufacturer. Problems with false 
alarms and trouble signals. Exterior sensors/devices are corroded.

Replace exterior sensors and devices.
Existing telephone service is faulty and is not preferred manufacturer.

Replace existing system with District standard VOIP.

The campus property fronts on the bay with unused land adjacent to the 
baseball field. This space could be integrated into science curriculum in 
some manner. 

Build a new science building between baseball field and bay.
Subtotal $28,127,951

TOTAL COSTS   $126,524,390

$982,800FFN FMP 1800 SF 420.0 $226,800

FFN FA 432.0 $7,776 $33,696

$210,600FFN FA LS 162,000.0 $48,600

60 EA

1

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan EHS-29
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ASTI-1

Alameda Science and 
Technology Institute
555 Atlantic Avenue

Date School Opened:	 	 	 2004

2013 - 2014 School Year Enrollment:	   170

Standard Classrooms:	 	 	      0

Modular Classrooms:	 	 	      0

Portable Classrooms:	 	 	      6

Classrooms Used for Other Programs:	      0

Building Area:	 	 	    5,760 sq. ft.

Site Area:	 	 	                n/a

School Data



Alameda Science and Technology Institute (ASTI) is a public magnet 
high school, founded in 2004 through a grant from the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation. ASTI exists as a partnership between Alameda 
Unified School District and the Peralta Community College District 
(PCCD), located on the College of Alameda campus. As an Early 
College High School, ASTI provides students the opportunity to enroll 
as full-time community college students during their 11th and 12th 
grades. This allows students to complete significant college credits 
while simultaneously completing a high school degree. These units are 
transferable to the University of California and California State 
Universities and may be transferable to other institutions.   

ASTI is currently housed in seven portable classroom buildings (six 
used as classrooms and one for administration), with a stand-alone 
toilet room building, located on the College of Alameda campus 
through a long-term lease. ASTI serves 170 students in grades 9 
through 12.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan ASTI-2

Alameda Science and Technology Institute - 
Background Information



Accessibility to some key areas is lacking.

Portable buildings are congested with ramp system.

Phone and public address systems are inadequate.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan ASTI-3

Alameda Science and Technology Institute - Existing Conditions Summary
(from 2012 Assessment)

Facilities Assessment Needs

Replace aging portable classroom space with permanent buildings (general, computer lab, and 
science instruction) in the same approximate location.

Move College of Alameda career center out of ASTI cluster to provide space for new buildings.

Add a common room, adjacent to administration offices.

Provide administrative offices with ability for privacy.

Update technology infrastructure.

Educational Program Needs

ASTI is located on the College of Alameda campus, with its facilities available for the high school 
use.

Unique Opportunities



DISTRICT COMMON 
TRENDS COMMON PROPOSED RESPONSE

Safety and Security Reposition administration with visual connection to 
entrance and upgrade site lighting.

Accessibility
Provide new accessible walkways and central courtyard, 
improve restroom accessibility, provide elevator at new 
two-story building and provide way-finding signage.

Technology
Improved data, power and wireless coverage, updated 
audio visual and presentation capabilities and modernized 
media lab.

Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, 
Mathematics 

New science lab, new media center and flexible project 
space

Facilities Infrastructure
Develop a central courtyard flanked by new classroom, 
collaboration, administrative and lab spaces with toilet 
rooms, custodial and storage functions.

New modular single story and two-story 
classroom buildings with elevator

Distinct entry for ASTI

Nine classrooms: seven general, one 
science, one media lab

Administration and commons spaces

New fencing along driveway to north

Central courtyard with outdoor seating

New toilet room building with student, staff 
and custodial spaces

Alameda Science and Technology Institute - Master Plan Summary

Master Plan Features

Proposed Improvements 

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan ASTI-4

$0

$3,750,000

$7,500,000

$11,250,000

$15,000,000

CFN EPN FFN

Improvements by Category

Critical Facility Needs (CFN)                    $644,280
Educational Program Needs (EPN)     $10,531,820
Future Facility Needs (FFN)                      $213,832



Critical Facility Needs (CFN) 
Accessibility deficiencies throughout campus need to be 

brought up to current codes, including  exterior path of travel, 

interior walkways, toilet rooms, drinking fountains, and way-

finding signage.

Phone and public address systems are inadequate.

Educational Program Needs (EPN)
Replace aging portable classroom space with permanent 

buildings (general and science instruction) in the same 

approximate location.

Move College of Alameda career center out of ASTI cluster to 

provide space for new buildings.

Add a common room, adjacent to administrative offices.

Provide administrative offices with capacity for privacy.

Update technology infrastructure.

Future Facility Needs (FFN)

Provide ASTI entry identity.

Create exterior courtyard gathering/learning space.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan ASTI-5

Alameda Science and Technology Institute - Committee Facilities Improvement 
Attendees at the school site meetings provided their recommendation on the priority of improvements within the three categories for use in 
future decision making. These recommendations will be considered along with other factors when scheduling projects as funding becomes 
available.
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Qty. Unit

Site requires accessible path of travel upgrades. 

From street parking, throughout ASTI portion of the campus, provide 
accessible paved paths of travel.

Site lacks a formal or permanent outdoor student space.

Create an exterior courtyard gathering/learning space, including 
landscaping and seat walls.
Site lacks a distinct entry and clear identification.

Provide ASTI entry with signage.
Subtotal $304,832

Site requires technology infrastructure for data, Wi-Fi, power distribution, 
etc.

SF

SITE ISSUES

BUILDING SCOPE TYPICAL CAMPUS WIDE

LS 33,000.0 $9,900

$170,9322267

$42,900

$553 280

$91,000

CFN FMP

CFN FMP

ESTIMATED 
TAKE OFF COST/ 

UNIT

30% Soft 
Cost 

Allowance
TOTAL COST
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

1

2800 25.0 $21,000

21280 SF

FFN FMP

FFN FMP

20 0 $127 680

SF 58.0 $39,446

Provide new and adequate technology infrastructure for each building 
including power, data and wireless distribution, clock, bell, phone, public 
address, and audio-visual systems.
Entire campus is housed in aging portable classroom buildings.

Replace aging buildings with one one-story permanent building, to 
include new general and science classrooms. Provide storage rooms, 
toilet rooms, media lab, commons, and administration spaces.
Entire campus is housed in aging portable buildings.

Replace aging buildings with one two-story permanent buildings with 
new classrooms, storage, circulation, elevator, and stairs to upper level.

Subtotal $10,990,200

$553,280CFN FMP

FMP 5160 SF 400.0 $619,200

$7,753,720EPN FMP SF 370.0 $1,789,320

EPN

16120

21280 SF

$2,683,200

20.0 $127,680
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

College of Alameda (COA) career center is currently housed within the 
ASTI portable cluster.

Move COA career center out of ASTI cluster to provide space for new 
buildings.

Subtotal $16,900

Permanent toilet rooms are lacking and nonaccessible. No custodial 
space is provided.

Provide new toilet rooms within new buildings for students and staff; 
provide dedicated custodial room with supply storage.

Subtotal $78,000

No common/gathering space.

FMP

CLASSROOMS

EPN $3,900 $16,90013,000.0

$78,000EPN FMP $18,000

RESTROOMS

EPN FMP $0 $0

MULTI-PURPOSE BUILDING

1 LS

800 SF 75.0

See above for new building to include space for common room.
Subtotal $0

Currently housed in aging portable.

See above for new building to include space for media center.
Subtotal $0

TOTAL COSTS   $11,389,932

$0EPN FMP $0

LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER
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IHS-1

WCDC/Island High School
500 Pacific Avenue

Date School Opened:	   	     1942, 1951

2013 - 2014 School Year Enrollment:	   403

Standard Classrooms:	 	 	     18

Modular Classrooms:	 	 	       1

Portable Classrooms:	 	 	       1

Classrooms Used for Other Programs:	      10

Building Area:	 	 	   33,480 sq. ft.

Site Area:	 	 	       2.79 acres

School Data



The original 1942 Longfellow buildings consist of three single story 
buildings at the east end of the site.  The original administration and 
classroom wings are almost identical to the Edison Elementary School 
buildings and similarly constructed. The multi-purpose building was 
seismically retrofitted at an unknown date and serves as the cafeteria 
and gym. 
The two-story buildings along the south edge of the site were 
constructed in 1951 and appear to have been seismically upgraded in 
2001 when the elevator was added. Other modernization 
improvements included accessible barrier removal, restroom and fire 
alarm upgrades, play structure addition, and campus wide repainting. 
In 1991, the Building F modular was added as a library/media center, 
but currently serves as a district conference room. There is also a 
portable building on site that appears to be used as meeting and 
storage space.
Currently this campus houses both the Woodstock Child Development 
Center(WCDC) and the Nea Community Learning Center, which is a 
district public charter school. Beginning in the fall of the 2014-15 Nea 
will be moving to another location and Island High School will be 
moving into the vacated spaces.
The WCDC has been a continuous District program since 1943, to 
serve special needs students ranging from 18-months to 11 years of 
age on a year round basis. It currently serves 210 children. Previous to 
its current location at Longfellow, WCDC was housed at 240 Singleton 
Ave. The facility on Singleton Avenue was specifically designed as a 
preschool facility.

Island High School 
Island High School is currently housed at the Woodstock campus and 
serves 193 students. It was previously housed at the old Miller School 
at 250 Singleton Avenue. 
 Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan IHS-2

WCDC/Island High School - Background Information



Playground and parking lot asphalt is seriously deteriorated and needs repair.
Severe plaster cracking at multi-purpose room requires repair.

Interconnected nature of fire area requires addition of fire sprinklers.

Exterior windows, doors, and finishes have exceeded their service life.
Interior floor and wall finishes have exceeded their service life.

Mechanical and plumbing fixtures have exceeded their service life.

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan IHS-3

WCDC/Island High School - Existing Conditions Summary

Facilities Assessment Needs

Safety requirements dictate fenced play yards at all classrooms.
Toilet rooms are needed at all classrooms.

Adequately sized administration and meeting spaces are required.

Provide a clear and secure point of entrance.
Need adequate parking and drop off space.

Educational Program Needs - WCDC

Diverse programs at shared campus
Vocational training at Island High School

Partnership with local trade unions at Island High School

Unique Opportunities

Educational Program Needs - Island High School
Need adequately sized administration and meeting spaces, centrally located with visibility of 
campus.

Flexible lab spaces are required for vocational training.

Need a Cal-SAFE classroom and adjacent outdoor play area.
Need outdoor learning areas.

Provide state of the art security system.



DISTRICT COMMON 
TRENDS COMMON PROPOSED RESPONSE

Safety and Security

Repair and extend perimeter fencing, provide inner fencing at 
WCDC, improve site lighting, provide dedicated and clearly 
marked primary entrances for each school, reposition 
administration with physical and visual connection to primary site 
entrance and improve parking and vehicular circulation.

Accessibility Improve site accessible paths of travel and building entrances.

Technology Improve wireless coverage and performance, updated audio 
visual and presentation capabilities for Island High School.

Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Art, 
Mathematics 

Provide vocational technology classrooms, a science classroom 
and an art classroom.

Facilities Infrastructure

Provide new administration and classroom building for Island 
High School, expand WCDC administration space to provide 
meeting and conference rooms, add toilet rooms to each WCDC 
classroom.

Clear division of the site is between the two 
entities required for logistics and security.

Specific sized outdoor play area per WCDC 
classroom are required per state licensing.

Island High School has a Cal-SAFE room 
and outdoor play area requirement and it 
should be housed adjacent to the WCDC 
spaces.

There are acoustic separation issues due to 
the nap time schedule of WCDC and the 
outdoor eating and learning schedules of 
Island High School.

Island High School administration needs to 
be centrally located with good visual contact 
to all of campus.

Separate parking areas are required.

Additional classroom space is required for 
Island High School.

WCDC/Island High School - Master Plan Summary
Master Plan Features

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan IHS-4
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Improvements by Category

Critical Facility Needs (CFN)               $11,301,959
Educational Program Needs (EPN)     $10,074,242
Future Facility Needs (FFN)                  $1,602,055



Critical Facility Needs (CFN) 
Playground and parking lot asphalt is seriously deteriorated.
Severe plaster cracking at multi-purpose room 
Interconnected nature of fire area requires the addition of fire 
sprinklers.
Exterior windows, doors, and finishes have exceeded their 
service life.
Interior floor and wall finishes have exceeded their service life
Mechanical and plumbing fixtures have exceeded their 
service life.
Security and safety measures (security cameras, key cards)

Educational Program Needs (EPN) - WCDC
Fenced play yards at classrooms are necessary.
Toilet rooms at classrooms are necessary.
Maintain number and size of playground spaces.
Need adequately sized administration and meeting spaces.
Clear and secure point of entrance
Teacher workroom is needed.
Nurses station is needed.
Adequate parking and drop off is required.

Educational Program Needs (EPN) - Island HS
Adequately sized administration and meeting spaces, 
centrally located with plenty of visibility
Flex lab spaces for vocational training

Science and art classrooms
Cal-SAFE classroom and outdoor play area is required.
Outdoor learning areas are needed.
State of the art security systems are necessary.
Adequate parking 
Need the required program classroom spaces.

Future Facility Needs (FFN) - WCDC 	
Additional storage space
Water in playgrounds for wash sinks, to hose off messes, etc.
Additional special education classroom

Future Facility Needs (FFN) - Island High School

Vocational training center
On-site health clinic
Kiln room for the art class

Alameda Unified School District Facilities Master Plan IHS-5

WCDC/Island High School - Committee Facilities Improvement Categories
Attendees of the school site meetings provided their recommendation on the priority of improvements within the three categories for use in 
future decision making. These recommendations will be considered along with other factors when scheduling projects as funding becomes 
available.
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Qty. Unit

Parallel ADA stall on Fifth Street has excessive cross slope, out of date 
signage, and lacks required unloading zone flush with pavement.

Remove approximately 26 feet of curb and gutter, and 5 feet width of 
sidewalk. Install new 5 foot paved unloading zone flush with pavement, 
and new 6 inch curb, with pedestrian ramp at north end per Caltrans 
standard. Update signage to current standards. Remove existing curb 
ramp at north end of ADA stall and replace with standard curb, gutter, 
and walk.

Designated ADA student drop-off zone lacks unloading zone flush with 
pavement, has out of date signage, noncompliant pedestrian ramp, and 
excessive cross slope (public street).

Remove approximately 26 feet of curb and gutter, and 5 feet width of 
sidewalk. Install a new 5 foot paved unloading zone flush with pavement, 
and new 6 inch curb, with pedestrian ramp at south end per Caltrans 
t d d U d t i t t t d d N ti l fi f

130 SF

260 SF

23.8 $927 $4,015

CFN FA

CFN FA

23.8 $1,853 $8,031
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

SITE ISSUES

standard. Update signage to current standards. No practical fix for 
excessive cross slope in public street.
Existing ramp to classroom level slopes at 6.8% and has no railings.

Add railings to existing ramp.

Existing walkways fronting classroom doors have 2.7% cross slope.  At 
classroom doors, noncompliant 4% cross slope landings have been 
provided.

Remove sidewalks and landings and reconstruct with 2% maximum 
cross slope starting at door thresholds. In some locations, it may be 
possible to address this issue with a leveling compound in lieu of 
removal and replacement. 

CFN FA SF 15.1 $15,241 $66,0443,360

CFN FA 34.6 $1,037 $4,493100 LF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing ramp slopes at 9.4% which is in excess of code tolerances.

Remove and replace ramp and handrails to reduce ramp slope to 8.3% 
maximum. There appears to be space to lengthen ramp towards building 
to reduce its slope.

Landing at doors has 4.3% cross slope.

Remove landing and stairs. Replace with landing at 2% maximum and 
new stairs with equal riser height. Replace stair railings.
Ramp slope at exit is a consistent 17% from threshold of doors to back 
of public sidewalk.

Remove existing ramp and railings. Construct new 5 foot level landing at 
exit doors, and new ramp at 1code compliant slope with railings, to the 
west along the face of the building. Construct level landing at bottom of 
ramp to connect to existing public sidewalk.

CFN FA 27.0 $3,240 $14,040

CFN FA 23.8 $1,026 $4,448

400 SF

144 SF

CFN FA 23.8 $2,851 $12,355400 SF

This below street level area is reported to flood during heavy rain events, 
resulting in water entering the boiler room on the lower level of the 
school.

Clean and video inspect the storm drain, replace any line deficiencies. 
Convert existing sump to a storm drain pumping station with a force 
main connection to the gravity main.
Chain link fence: east (18 feet)  and south (6 feet) property line fencing 
is very rusted and unsafe.

Replace chain link fencing to match existing heights.

CFN FA 1.1 $18,161 $78,698

CFN FA 7.6 $5,897 $25,553

56,053 SF

2,600 SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Below grade waste piping has failed beyond repair, throughout entire 
site.

Replace all sewer below grade, campus wide.

Inadequate exterior lighting provided and the walkways are dark as 
noted by staff. 

Add 16 foot pole fixtures for parking and play yard areas.

Inadequate exterior parking lot lighting.

Add exterior walkway fixtures and replace existing.

No exterior emergency lighting provided for emergency egress.

Add exterior battery pack fixtures for minimum code coverage.

Island High School and WCDC require their own parking lots. Existing 
parking lot paving is failing

CFN FA 40

$68,445

405.0 $4,860 $21,060

CFN FA 65 EA 810.0 $15,795

EA

CFN FA 4.3 $43,662 $189,203

CFN FA 17,280.0 $51,840 $224,640

33690 SF

10 EA

parking lot paving is failing.

Provide two brand new parking lots, one for Island High School and one 
for WCDC. Each to include proper entrance signage, striping, 
handicapped parking stall striping, and signage.

WCDC requires 3 foot tall open (chain link) fenced play yards outside 
each of the eight classrooms with gates.

Provide and install 3 foot tall open (chain link) fenced play yards outside 
each of the eight classrooms with gates.

CFN FMP 12435 SF 27.0 $100,722 $436,464

CFN FMP 27806 SF 25.0 $208,544 $903,692
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

WCDC and Island High School require clear and secure visitor entry 
points.

Provide new concrete flatwork and fencing at each administration space.

Island High School requires a ball court area.

Provide paving striping and backstops for two basketball courts.

Island High School requires outdoor learning and eating areas, and a 
sense of a quad for students.

Provide new  concrete seat walls, concrete flat work, and a shade 
structure.
There needs to be a clear separation barrier between Island High School 
and WCDC.

P id 6 f t t ll h i li k f i ith i l t b t th $8 293 $35 935542 LF 51 0

SF

SF 25.0 $40,950 $177,450

SF 17.0 $36,720 $159,120

10906EPN FMP 49.0 $160,323 $694,733

EPN FMP

EPN FMP 7200

EPN FMP 5460

Provide new 6 foot tall chain link fencing with privacy slats between the 
portion of the campus that is allotted to Island High School and that 
allotted to WCDC.
WCDC requires dedicated play yards for each of the eight classrooms.

Convert existing parking/blacktop area into play areas including 
rubberized ground surfaces and play equipment.

WCDC requires shade at existing play areas between classroom wings.

Install shade structures at each play yard between classroom wings.
EA 57,000.0 $68,400 $296,4004

$8,293 $35,935542 LF 51.0 

EPN FMP 5100 SF 6.8 $10,328 $44,753

EPN FMP

EPN FMP
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

No trash enclosure at this site.

Install a two-bin trash enclosure per Health Department standards.

Subtotal $3,490,631

Exterior doors have deteriorated and are at the end of its service life. 

Replace all exterior doors with metal jamb and FRP doors with new 
hardware and high security keying.

Exterior windows with Plexiglas are beyond service life.

Replace all windows with aluminum frame and dual pane glass.

Exterior painted finish is deteriorated.

Reseal and repaint all exterior walls trims fascia etc
35,182 SFCFN FA 2.2 

$39,917 $172,973

CFN FA

$22,798 $98,791

62.0 $53,940 $233,740

1 LS

28 EA

2,900 SF

CFN FA

16,200.0 $4,860 $21,060

4,752.0 

FFN FA

BUILDING SCOPE TYPICAL CAMPUS WIDE

Reseal and repaint all exterior walls, trims, fascia, etc.
Campus energy management system does not exist.

Add campus wide DDC control and create district standard for energy 
control systems.
Several restrooms are not furnished with strobe devices. Staff reports 
that this campus only has heat detectors.

Add strobes and smoke detectors in upgrade.
Add data distribution equipment, including fiber-optic panels, patch 
panels, switches and wireless data transmitters to accommodate new 
data outlets noted above.

Add data distribution equipment to activate all data outlets.

$972 $4,212EA 405.0 

CFN FA 2.2 $14,869 $64,432

CFN FA 3.2 $22,028 $95,455

22,946 SF

22,946 SF

CFN FA 8
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Light fixtures are obsolete with T8 or T12 lamps and magnetic ballasts.

Replace with energy efficient T5 lamps and electronic ballast fixtures.

Exterior surface cracking observed in several locations at multi-story 
building. If this structure is to be renovated, further investigation of soil 
and structure should be done to limit future cracking. 

Additional analysis required. Allowance is for analysis and crack repair 
only.

The interconnected nature of the buildings will likely result in a large fire 
area, and correspondingly high required fire flows, which the surrounding 
hydrants may not be able to meet.

Add fire sprinklers to existing buildings to reduce required fire flow.

Subtotal $2,073,257

$51,322 $222,39411.9 CFN FA 14,400 SF

FFN FA 22,946 SF

CFN FA 22,946 SF 18.0 $123,908 $536,936

21.6 $148,690 $644,324

Subtota $ , ,

Existing two-story classroom buildings along south property line: BUR 
roof is at the end of its service life

Replace roofs and corridors with new 30-year BUR with cool roof 
coating.
Two-story wing: handrails at stairs are noncompliant.

Extend steel pipe handrail.
Two-story wing: plywood clad one-story wood frame addition is 
deteriorated.

Reclad in cement board/trim.

CLASSROOMS

17.3 $37,022 $160,428

CFN FA 13.0 $6,221 $26,9571,600 SF

CFN FA

CFN FA

6,480.0 $1,944 $8,4241 LS

7,154 SF
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing classrooms interior finishes are at the end of its service life. 
Electrical power and data distribution is lacking, accessibility issues 
exist, and lighting is not up to code.

Modernize the classrooms campus wide with new finishes, fixtures, 
power, data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, new HVAC as 
required by facility assessment and code compliant, plumbing fixtures, 
and new lighting.
Island High School requires a daycare classroom and play yard for the 
Cal-SAFE program. This  facility needs to be adjacent to the WCDC 
facility for licensing reasons.

Provide a new classroom building with outdoor play area including 
rubber ground cover and play equipment with 4 foot tall fence around 
play yard.
Island High School requires six additional classrooms.

Provide six new classrooms in new building. See below for new 

$553,644

EPN FMP 7200 SF 370.0 $799,200 $3,463,200

EPN FMP 1092 SF 390.0 $127,764

CFN FA 19846 SF 210.0 $1,250,298 $5,417,958

administration building which includes these classrooms.
Island High School requires flexible shop/lab type spaces for vocational 
training.

Reconfigure the split level east wing of the multi-purpose building into a 
single story, at-grade facility to house two large, flexible, industrial arts 
type spaces.

Subtotal $10,511,699

$881,088EPN FMP 2824 SF 240.0 $203,328
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Two-story classroom building (formerly Nea): toilet room fixtures are 
vintage with original equipment and are not ADA-compliant.

Replace all plumbing fixtures, including, urinals (0.125 GPF), water 
closets (1.28 GPF), and lavatories (0.5 GPM) to bring into current code 
compliance and reduce water consumption.
WCDC requires single occupancy toilet rooms to be added to each of 
the eight classrooms.

WCDC requires single occupancy toilet rooms to be added to each of 
the eight classrooms. Plumbing fixtures to be preschool size and 
heights.
Most toilet rooms and drinking fountains have been upgraded to meet 
ADA requirements, although, they are showing signs of wear.

Replace all fixtures.

FA 102.6 $25,240 $109,372

3,672.0 $41,861 $181,397FFN FA

820 SF

38 EA

EPN FMP 800 SF 425.0 $102,000 $442,000

CFN

RESTROOMS

Subtotal $732,768

Administration and multi-purpose room building: stucco cracking; 
moisture penetration; assume extensive framing dry-rot.

Replace wall/plate framing (assume 20%); redesign exterior and apply 
metal cladding and new stucco.

1,600 SF 21.6 $10,368 $44,928CFN FA

MULTI-PURPOSE BUILDING
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Existing multi-purpose room building interior finishes are at the end of its 
service life. Electrical power and data distribution is lacking, accessibility 
issues exist, and lighting is not up to code.

Modernize the multi-purpose room building (new finishes, fixtures, power 
data infrastructure and distribution, audio visual, and new HVAC as 
required by facility assessment, and new lighting).

Existing multi-purpose room kitchen interior finishes are at the end of its 
service life. Electrical power and data distribution is lacking, accessibility 
issues exist, and lighting is not up to code.

Reconfigure and modernize the multi-purpose room kitchen (new 
finishes, fixtures, power data infrastructure and distribution, plumbing 
fixtures, new HVAC as required by facility assessment, and new 
lighting).
Pump at two-story classroom building is failing.

1 LS

1

$25 272CFN FA 19 440 0 $5 832

LS 165,000.0 $49,500

CFN FA 3100 SF 265.0 $246,450 $1,067,950

$214,500CFN FA

Replace pump and back check assembly.

Subtotal $1,352,650

Building A at WCDC administration wing: boy's and girls' toilets - light 
well plaster damage; floor deterioration

Replace skylight unit, repair wall damage, and repaint. Replace floor 
paint with epoxy flooring. 

1 LS

600 SF

$25,272

CFN FA 59.4 $10,692 $46,332

CFN FA 19,440.0 $5,832

ADMINISTRATION
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

WCDC administration space is too small without necessary meeting and 
office space.

Reconfigure the administration wing entirely, creating a properly located 
reception space, administration, student support offices, conference 
rooms, toilet rooms, and a small warming kitchen.  Maintain two 
classroom spaces with toilet rooms, reconfigured and modernized.

Island High School requires an adequately sized and properly located 
administration space.

Provide a new building which includes properly located reception space, 
administration, student support offices, conference rooms, and toilet 
rooms. The new building will be two-stories and include six classroom 
spaces, including, a science and an art classroom.

Subtotal $3,372,252

$1,216,800

SF 260.0 $486,720

EPN FMP

$2,109,120

2400 SF 390.0 $280,800

EPN FMP 6240

OTHER FACILITIES
Boiler, (Raypack) and related equipment are in fair-good condition but 
are inefficient. Piping is not insulated and there is no expansion tank. 
Systems are a combination of steam and hot water.

District has requested all boilers, pumps, piping, and related equipment 
be replaced with ductless split heat pumps. One system per room.

Two-story classroom building: steam boiler (Parker) is working but is old 
and inefficient. Piping is showing signs of leaking, no hartford loop, but 
low pressure, i.e., 5psi.

Remove steam system completely, replace high efficiency roof mounted 
air conditioning units and controls throughout building.

35,182 SF

1 LS

CFN FA

$245,700

8.6 $91,192 $395,164

CFN FA 189,000.0 $56,700
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Main panel switchboards: existing equipment is obsolete. 

Replace both main panels, switch gear, and sub-panels. Allow 20% for 
feeder replacement, replace existing 400amp, 120/208volt main 
switchboard with new 600amp, 120/208volt utility service, and main 
switchboard.
Main panel/switchboards: existing equipment is obsolete. 

Replace existing panel boards with new panel boards (42pole, 100amp, 
120/208volt, 3phase, with transient voltage surge suppression) and new 
feeders from switchboard.
Rauland panel is not preferred manufacturer.

Replace fire alarm panel with district preferred manufacturer (Firelite).

Rauland panel is not preferred manufacturer.

FFN FA

$22,464CFN

1 EA

EA 5,076.0 

19,440.0 $5,832

$6,091CFN FA 4

$25,272

FA 1 EA 17,280.0 $5,184

$26,395

Replace fire alarm panel with district preferred manufacturer (Firelite).

Rauland telephone system is faulty and is not preferred manufacturer.

Replace Rauland system with district standard VOIP. One for WCDC 
and one for Island High School.

19,440.0 $5,832 $25,2721 EA

1 EA

FFN FA

FFN FA 59,400.0 $17,820 $77,220
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DESCRIPTION (Deficiency/Remedy)

Rauland system has not been functioning properly and the 
clock/speaker are not working.

Replace Rauland system with district standard VOIP. One for WCDC 
and one for Island High School.

Island High School requires a health clinic with full health services 
located near their administration wing.

Provide a facility, roughly the size of a classroom, for this purpose. Allot 
one of the possible future growth area shown on plan.

Subtotal $1,444,998
TOTAL COSTS   $22,978,256

1,200 SF 370.0 $133,200

35,182 SF

$577,200

FFN FA 1.1 $11,610

FFN FMP

$50,310
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